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Due to their pivotal role in various biological processes and in many diseases, proteins are frequent candidates for drug design studies investigating the interactions between proteins and their binding partners. Being very flexible molecules, proteins can undergo considerable conformational changes upon forming a complex with a ligand. The magnitude of such flexibility can vary from small reorientations of single side chains at the binding site to global loop or whole domain movement. Hence, the appropriate representation of protein flexibility in molecular docking methods is of ample importance for the success of drug design projects. However, due to its computational complexity, the efficient and accurate inclusion of global protein flexibility still marks a major challenge in this field.

Here, a newly developed approach that efficiently includes receptor flexibility in grid-based protein-ligand docking is presented. The method combines fast grid-based energy computations with an interpolation scheme allowing for continuous shifting between a set of receptor deformations during docking. This ensemble of structures is used to represent the flexibility of the receptor protein and can be of arbitrary size and source. Several alternatives for the choice of structure input are presented, each containing a variable amount of knowledge on already known bound receptor structures. The method is tested on various pharmaceutically relevant receptor-ligand complexes and yields significantly improved docking results in contrast to the conventional rigid receptor docking. In addition, the flexible receptor docking shows the potential for identifying the deformations within a structure ensemble that show the largest similarity towards the actual bound receptor form. The ability to reproduce near-native ligand binding modes in the great majority of tested cases comes at only small additional computational cost and is thus providing a promising approach to be employed in virtual screening applications.
Zusammenfassung


Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Aim of this Thesis

Proteins – often termed "machines of life" – are of paramount importance for a vast number of functions inside living organisms: A variety of proteins, for example, give structure and elasticity to our body tissue and skin. Others form an integral part of our immune system, act as transporters through the cell membranes or in the blood, and many of them regulate crucial processes of the cell cycle.

Advanced knowledge of protein structure, dynamics, and their interaction with other proteins or small molecules can be the determining factor for the success of research efforts in pharmaceutical medicine and drug design related areas. Computational approaches to simulate the dynamics of proteins have made considerable headway in recent years, as well as methods with the goal to reliably estimate and predict protein interactions with binding partners (so-called molecular docking). Amongst other insights, it enables the identification of pharmaceutically active ligand molecules and can predict their binding mode and affinity to receptor targets of medical relevance.

However, one characteristic that most proteins have in common, still poses a significant challenge for molecular docking approaches: Upon interacting with other proteins or a ligand molecule, proteins are flexible and can undergo conformational changes of various extent. These changes can range from only minor movement of individual atoms or amino acids to the complete rearrangement of the protein structure, hence, an accurate incorporation of this factor into algorithms is a demanding task. The additional degrees of freedom, introduced by a flexible protein, cause tremendous computational costs and create a major bottleneck of modeling methods that calls for efficient solutions.
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Throughout this thesis, several existing models to incorporate protein flexibility into modeling approaches are introduced, along with their drawbacks and limitations. As a contribution to solving this challenging problem, the main goal of this PhD work was the development of a flexible receptor docking algorithm scheme that accurately considers small and global backbone changes in receptor proteins during docking. At the same time, the method should be computationally efficient, thereby allowing for a possible use of the approach in virtual screening efforts.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This introduction chapter briefly summarizes the basics on proteins and the different levels of protein organization. Furthermore, it outlines experimental techniques to resolve protein structures as well as the theory on interactions between proteins and other molecules that lead to the consequential significance for drug design. The following sections of the thesis are set out as follows:

- Chapter 2 addresses the theoretical background of different computational techniques that were used throughout the thesis. In addition, the characteristics of several proteins that were used as test cases for the developed method are introduced.

- In Chapter 3, the importance of receptor flexibility for protein docking is summarized and the efforts that have been made so far for its inclusion into existing methods are discussed. The findings create the motivation for the development of our flexible receptor docking approach as presented in the following chapter.

- Chapter 4 illustrates the theoretical background and development of the newly developed flexible receptor docking approach, named ReFlexIn (Receptor Flexibility by Interpolation). The method is tested in several case studies where normal mode deformations provide the basis for receptor flexibility and the results are presented and discussed.

- In Chapter 5, several other possibilities to employ our new flexible receptor docking approach are shown. Three structure input methods other than normal mode derived deformations are tested, including the use of several bound protein structures, a morphing approach that employs only the unbound protein and one bound structure, and an approach that uses receptor deformations that are derived from NMR experiments.
1.3. Protein Structure

- Chapter 6 deals with the scenario where the binding site of proteins is not known prior to docking and reviews computational approaches to predict binding sites on proteins. Several methods are compared and their robustness is evaluated on a test set of various proteins that is deliberately challenging in terms of protein flexibility.

- The final chapter summarizes the findings of this thesis and discusses possible future directions in a concluding outlook.

1.3 Protein Structure

The basic structural component that all proteins have in common are amino acids that are covalently bound to form a linear chain polymer. The standard amino acids contain only 5 elements: hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen in all, and sulphur in some amino acids. All amino acids – except proline – share the basic chemical structure of an amino group (\(NH_2\)) and a carboxyl group (\(COOH\)) (as shown in Figure 1.1) and differ only in their side chain rest (R). For example, (R) is a hydrogen atom in glycine, a methyl group (CH₃) in alanine, CH₂OH in serine, and so on. The carbon atom to which the side chain is attached, is also called Cα-atom.

![General chemical structure of amino acids containing an amino group (\(NH_2\)), a carboxyl group (\(COOH\)), and a side-chain rest (R).](image)

Two amino acids are joined by forming the so-called peptide bond where the amino group of one amino acid forms a covalent bond (\(-CO-NH-\)) with the carboxyl group of the other amino acid. A condensation reaction leads to the release of a water molecule. Single amino acids are also often referred to as residues of a protein.

Corresponding to their properties in water surrounding, the different amino acids can be grouped into polar, non-polar, acidic, and basic amino acids:

- non-polar/hydrophobic: Ala, Val, Met, Leu, Ile, Pro, Trp, Phe
- polar/neutral: Tyr, Thr, Gln, Gly, Ser, Cys, Asn
- basic: Lys, Arg, His
- acidic: Glu, Asp
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On the lowest level, one can describe the organization of proteins by their primary structure, i.e. the simple sequence of amino acids in a polymer chain (for example "Leu-Ile-Glu-Glu-Pro-Val-His-Ala-..."). The organization of polypeptides in regular structures, such as $\alpha$-helices or $\beta$-sheets (as illustrated in Figure 1.2) is dependent on the specific sequence and is referred to as secondary structure. Those patterns are formed and stabilized by hydrogen bonds between amino acids that are only several positions apart from each other within the primary sequence. The two highest protein organization levels are based on interactions between amino acids that are further apart within a single chain (tertiary structure, the three-dimensional structure or "fold" of a protein) and the interaction between different protein chains or sub-units that form a multi-subunit complex (quaternary structure).

Furthermore, proteins can be divided into three major classes:

1. Fibrous Proteins

   Proteins of this class often adopt an elongated rod-like shape and are involved in structural elements outside the cell. Well-known examples for this class of mostly insoluble proteins are e.g. keratins, elastins, and collagens (which also exist in multiple types).

2. Membrane Proteins

   The major components of cell membranes are freely movable amphipathic phospholipid molecules and several types of proteins embedded inside the membrane. The latter act as channels for substance flow through the membrane, receptors (recognition and binding of molecules outside the cell), or markers that identify the cell’s nature. Due to the hydrophobic nature of the inner membrane region, membrane proteins are only stable within this surrounding and loose their characteristics when being removed for purification or processing. Hence, investigating the structure of this class of proteins is still a major challenge and available structures are rare.

3. Globular Proteins

   In contrast to fibrous and membrane proteins, globular proteins are usually soluble in aqueous solution, therefore, more polar residues are found on the protein surface, whereas hydrophobic residues are typically present at buried positions. Even though the term "globular" suggests only compact and spherical shapes, members of this protein class can widely vary with respect to helical/sheet content, elongation, and domain arrangement. Throughout this thesis, only globular proteins are investigated.
1.3. Protein Structure

Figure 1.2: Structural organization of proteins into primary structure (amino acid sequence), secondary structure (motifs like α-helix or β-sheet), tertiary structure (the fold of a chain), and quaternary structure (multi-subunit complex made of several combined chains) - Examples for the tertiary structure is the muscle protein myoglobin (PDB ID: 1MBN) and for the quaternary structure bovine hemoglobin (PDB ID: 1G09) that is present in red blood cells and consists of 4 subunits: 2 α-subunits (green and violet) and 2 β-subunits (yellow and blue), each of them containing a heme group (red sticks with iron atom shown as sphere).
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The number of different proteins within the human proteome (that is the collection of all proteins that can possibly be expressed in the human organism based on the approximately 20,000 genes of the human genome) are estimated to be in the ten-thousands. However, only a marginal fraction of proteins has yet been structurally resolved, meaning their atomistic structure has been determined by experimental research.

Knowledge of the structure of proteins can serve a variety of insight on the function of proteins and their role in biological processes. The availability of these resolved structures is crucial especially for the fields surrounding molecular modeling and computational chemistry. Since the first protein structure was solved by Kendrew in 1958 [1], experiments have been constantly improved in terms of accuracy and efficiency.

1.4 Structure Derivation and Collection

There are two main experimental methods that are commonly used for the structure determination of proteins and other biomolecules at atomic resolution: X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Both methods have different possibilities and limitations.

Instead of using visible light as in typical light microscopy experiments, crystallography employs X-rays with a wavelength of about 1Å. This short wavelength – in contrast to the 5000Å of wavelength for visible light that a standard light microscope would use – allows for the investigation of structures at the atomic level. The production of the actual protein crystal is the most crucial and demanding task. The crystal is required to be of large purity, order, and size (at least 0.1-0.2 mm in at least 2 dimensions) to produce a significant diffraction at a good resolution. Membrane proteins that are embedded inside the lipid cell membrane in their native state pose an additional challenge [2, 3]. X-ray beams are scattered by the crystal into patterns that can be collected with a CCD (charge-coupled device)-based detector. Several algorithms are applied to the collected data for further integration, merging, and scaling before an electron density map is created. Finally, in a structure refinement step, an atomic model is fitted into the electron density map and the structure is ready for further analysis. Even though the proteins are present in a crystallized (i.e. non-flexible) form and often cooled down to 100-110K to prevent radiation damage of the sample, X-ray crystallography results contain a certain amount of information on protein flexibility. The so-called B-factor is a term that describes the spreading of electron densities for each atom of the derived molecule.
In most models, the B-factor is given by: \( B = 8\pi^2 U_i^2 \) where \( U_i^2 \) is the mean-square displacement of the atom \( i \) [4]. The higher the value for the B-factor (given in Å²), the larger the positional deviation of this atom, whereas very low B-factors indicate that the respective atom is found at the same position for each molecule of the crystal.

NMR spectroscopy is used when either the crystal production of a certain protein is infeasible, or the experiment is supposed to gain insight on stability or dynamic processes of a protein [5]. Similar to X-ray crystallography, the purity of the initial protein sample is crucial for a successful NMR experiment. Protein NMR methods take advantage of the fact that the nuclei of atoms align with a strong magnetic field if applied. The alignment of the nuclei magnetic momentum can be changed from their equilibrium orientation by applying radio wave energy of certain frequencies. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is the term for the back and forth between the unstable and the equilibrium state. This resonance can be detected and atom types and geometries can be deduced by analysing the NMR spectrum (plotting the resonance versus the applied radio wavelengths).

Further details on X-ray crystallography and protein NMR methods can be found in the reviews [6, 7] and the connected literature.

Substantial improvement of experimental methods and the urge for further knowledge on protein structures have fuelled the growth rate of solved structures in the last decades. The growing number of solved structures is very beneficial for biochemistry, drug design, and neighboured disciplines but a central library to hold and provide all existing biomolecular coordinates is crucial for efficient research.

The Protein Data Bank (short PDB, [8]) serves as a central collection point for resolved structures of biomolecules. It is freely accessible under http://www.pdb.org/. The files contain information about the included molecules, their experimental origin and technical details, authors of the experiment, protein sequence, and most importantly, the coordinates and atom types of all atoms included in the structure.

Over 8,100 new structures in 2011 only and the actual total of over 80,000 structures demonstrates the spectacular growth in recent years.

Most structures are solved with a resolution between 1.5 and 3 Å and the majority are proteins (92.6% of all PDB structures), while the rest consists of nucleic acids and complexes of proteins and nucleic acids. The main experimental methods for structure solving in the PDB are X-ray crystallography (87.6%) and NMR spectroscopy (11.6%).
With the help of structure solving techniques, a thorough understanding of the structure of proteins and other biomolecules has been formed. However, most experimentally solved structures (especially X-ray based), usually fail to thoroughly represent protein flexibility and dynamics and can only depict a single snapshot at a certain moment and state.

\section*{1.5 Protein Docking}

The increasing amount of solved structures available in recent years has also fuelled the application possibilities and development of docking approaches. Molecular docking is a versatile tool for predicting the formation of stable protein-ligand complexes that are involved in many biological processes. The core question that is solved computationally is: ”How does molecule A interact with molecule B?” given the atomic coordinates of molecules A and B. While one of the molecules typically is a protein, several kinds of docking exist, depending on the type of molecule B, for example protein-protein docking, protein-ligand docking, protein-DNA docking, protein-RNA docking, and so forth. In addition to the basic question of how the complexes A and B arrange geometrically, docking also tries to compute and predict the specific interactions between A and B as well as a quantitative estimate of their strength. Here, several different interactions are taken into consideration: charge-charge interactions, van-der-Waals interactions, desolvation effects, and hydrogen bonds.

The question of whether the binding site of a protein is known before docking is a decisive factor for the complexity of the calculations. If the binding site is known, the search space can be significantly reduced by considering only the area around the known site of interaction. In cases where the binding site of a target protein (or other molecule) is not yet known, the docking can theoretically be applied to the whole system, which, however, massively increases the complexity. Hence, a binding site prediction might be a necessary step, prior to docking. An overview of existing methods for the prediction of binding sites on proteins and their theoretical background as well as an evaluation on different target proteins is given in Chapter 6.

In addition to the six degrees of freedom that have to be sampled when two rigid bodies are docked against each other, the fact that ligands as well as proteins can undergo certain conformational changes, adds a tremendous amount of complexity to the problem and increases the search space for algorithms by several dimensions.
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Because ligand molecules are typically much smaller than the receptor proteins and hence, create less complexity when flexible, especially the flexibility of proteins poses a significant problem to docking approaches. The resulting inaccuracies and limitations are further dissected in Chapter 3.

1.6 Protein Flexibility

With the contemporary sophisticated techniques to get insight on the dynamics of proteins, it is well-known that they can undergo a wide range of small to large conformational changes. Achievement of understanding this, however, required several decades of research. More than a century ago, in 1894, Emil Fischer postulated the famous ‘lock-and-key principle’ [9]. He compared enzymes (which are mostly proteins) to a rigid lock and their substrate to a specific key that fits into this lock. If the shape of the key is not correct, it is not able to open the lock, i.e. the enzyme will not fulfil its function if the substrate does not fit to the geometry of the active site.

Nevertheless, this visionary principle had to be refined soon after science provided evidence that proteins are far from being rigid molecules. Several enzymes have shown to be overly specific but other enzymes turned out to be able to recognize several ligands of diverse structural geometries. Among other things, this led to Koshland’s induced fit concept where he stated in 1958 that the accommodation of substrates can lead to considerable changes in or around the active site of enzymes [10].

Figure 1.3 gives several examples of such conformational changes and illustrates well the different spatial extent of displacements within the molecules. Chapter 3 of this thesis depicts more examples of protein flexibility and highlights the great importance of including the conformational changes in proteins when considering them in any molecular modelling context.

It is desirable to include possible conformational changes of both the ligand and the receptor structure for a reliable prediction of ligand-receptor binding geometries. However, depending on the number of added degrees of freedom, the computational demand can increase dramatically during ligand-receptor docking. Hence, it is important to analyse in detail which types of conformational changes can occur in proteins upon ligand binding. In many cases, only minor conformational changes have been found comparing crystal structures of unbound and bound protein conformations [11]. However, in general, conformational changes can range from local side-chain adjustments to global motions of entire subunits, as indicated in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Three examples of protein flexibility with increasing magnitude.

A: Side-chain readjustments upon binding of different ligands illustrated by aligning two ligand-bound forms of thymidylate synthetase (red: PDB ID 1TSD, blue: 2TSC). Active site side chains Ile79 (left) and Phe176 (right) are shown as stick models. For clarity, the respective ligands are shown as thin lines only.

B: Shown on the left is an unbound state of the Protein Kinase A (PKA, PDB ID 1J3H) in red cartoon and transparent grey surface representation. The widely opened binding site can be clearly seen whereas the right structure illustrates well the closure of the active site upon binding of a small inhibitor molecule (staurosporine, shown as yellow sticks, PDB ID: 1STC).

C: Unbound calmodulin (left, PDB ID: 3CLN) contains a long helix (shown in blue) that extensively rearranges upon ligand binding as shown on the right (PDB ID: 1A29) with two bound triathooperazine molecules represented by yellow sticks.
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Gerstein et al. hierarchically classified motions according to their size, into fragment, domain, and subunit motions [12]. The motion of fragments smaller than domains commonly refers to the motion of surface loops, but also motion of secondary structure elements. The amplitude of the motion is proportional to its characteristic time-scale, and as a consequence, domain motions are in many cases still out of scope for detailed computer simulation methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [13].

Domain and fragment motions often involve portions of the protein closing around a binding site (also shown in Figure 1.3 B). Hence, they make up for specific mechanisms of induced-fit. Both hinge and shear motions can contribute to up to 70% of the overall motions in both the fragment and the domain class [12,14]. A more simple way of classification is to discriminate between side-chain and backbone motions. In the light of the aforementioned variety of putative independent small scale and concerted large scale motions, one might expect huge conformational changes on different levels at least for those proteins exhibiting large fluctuations in the absence of a binding partner.

Luque and Freire found that binding sites can feature regions of high flexibility (often most flexible regions of the entire protein) but also regions of high rigidity [15]. Regarding the atomic displacements involved during conformational changes, however, Najmanovich et al. concluded after an extensive database analysis of protein-ligand complexes that in 85% of cases only three or less residues actually change their conformation upon binding [16]. It was also found that certain amino acids exhibit significantly more flexibility than others, e.g. lysine is on average more flexible than phenylalanine. Besides, 94% of χ1 (first side-chain dihedral angle) and 96% of χ2 dihedral angles remain in their native conformation upon complex formation. Additionally, the authors observed that only in 12% of the complexes a backbone displacement of more than 2Å takes place upon binding whereas in 75% of the complexes a backbone motion of less than 1Å was found. Consequently, the authors concluded that compared to side-chain flexibility, backbone flexibility is of minor importance. However, it has also been observed that already receptor backbone conformational changes in the range of 1Å can significantly affect receptor-ligand interaction [17]. In this regard, one could as well conclude that in more than 25% of all cases observed, backbone motions might play a decisive role in complex formation. Considering that the set of available experimental structures today is most probably biased towards less flexible proteins (since proteins with highly flexible parts are often harder to crystallize), the number of cases where conformational changes of the receptor is of importance might even be higher.
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With different spatial extent of geometrical rearrangement, protein dynamics and motions also happen on very different timescales that can reach from a few picoseconds (1 picosecond = $10^{-12}$ seconds) to several seconds to minutes [18,19]. The fastest motions are bond vibrations or stretching and oscillations of atoms, which can occur the picosecond timescale or even below. The rotation of single protein side chains that, for example, allows a ligand to access a binding site on a receptor, typically happens within tens to hundreds of picoseconds. The nanosecond (1 nanosecond = $10^{-9}$ seconds) regime is covered as soon as protein motions of a larger amplitude happen. The motion of loops or collective motions within a protein (e.g. so-called hinge/shear movements) can take several nanoseconds. Longer timescales include the binding of ligands (several nanoseconds up to micro seconds) and the folding of proteins. Here, also the size of the observed system is important: peptides and small proteins can fold within tens to hundreds of nanoseconds, whereas the folding of larger proteins can take microseconds to seconds.

Due to the restricted information on flexibility that one can get from experiments, research on how to computationally predict and simulate protein flexibility has made tremendous progress in the last decades. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations, for example, give insight into dynamical processes of proteins at the picosecond to multi-nanosecond timescale and are thereby a valuable tool complementary to structural data obtained from X-ray, NMR, or atomic force microscopy experiments [20,21]. Here, several approximations allow simulating the dynamical trajectory of an arbitrary molecular system, e.g. a protein in solution or with different ligands. However, depending on the size of the investigated system, the calculation of such trajectories is computationally costly which makes simulations of long time-scale events as folding or the binding of drugs infeasible to simulate (if a lab does not own specifically built supercomputers [22]). Also molecular docking approaches struggle with the increased amount of computational complexity that is introduced by protein flexibility. A thorough discussion of recent approaches to deal with this problem is given in Chapter 3. It is followed by my contribution to break this bottleneck in Chapters 4 and 5, which show the theoretical background and the results of my approach to efficiently model protein flexibility in docking.
Chapter 2

Computational Methods and Materials

2.1 Grid-based Docking with AutoDock

AutoDock is one of the most cited docking programs (together with programs such as FlexX [23], ICM [24], GLIDE [25], or GOLD [26]) and is primarily designed for protein-ligand docking. The AutoDock algorithm was first published in 1990 and initially created by D.S. Goodsell and A.J. Olson at the U.S. Scripps Research Institute [27]. The program has been constantly maintained and updated ever since [28–30]. Currently (2012), AutoDock is available in the Version 4.2 which was used throughout the projects of this thesis. The program suite is written in C and C++, and the full source code is available under the GNU General Public License. The fact that the program can be freely used in academia and industry as well as the availability of the source code is the main motivation for choosing AutoDock for the extensions that were applied as described further below.

Pre-calculation of energy grids in docking has a substantial speed advantage compared to algorithms that sequentially move and evaluate ligand positions. In grid-based approaches, the possible binding energies for each possible ligand atom are pre-computed, hence, when a certain ligand conformation is evaluated, a simple lookup method can be employed. During this lookup phase, a tri-linear interpolation is used to assign the ligand atom interactions to the surrounding receptor atoms for an assumed ligand configuration.
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Figure 2.1: Regular 3D grid as employed by AutoGrid for the calculation of atomic, electrostatic, and desolvation energy grids. The grid has been drawn around the whole protein for clarification, note, that due to computational costs, one usually chooses a smaller grid only around the supposed binding site.

In the AutoDock docking suite, the sub-program AutoGrid is responsible for the calculation of the atomic affinity grids as depicted in Figure 2.1. A regular 3D-grid is placed on to either the whole protein receptor or a certain area of the protein where the binding site is known or suspected to be. This grid has a default resolution of 0.375 Å, i.e. all grid points have a distance of 0.374 Å from their closest neighbour grid points. For each point within the grid, the interaction between all surrounding receptor atoms (within a non-bonded cutoff radius of 8 Å) and a probe atom is computed. Therefore, the algorithm returns \( n \) separate map files where \( n \) is the number of atom types present in the ligand. In addition to the atomic affinity maps, AutoGrid calculates two more map files, namely an electrostatic and a desolvation potential map.

**AutoDock Scoring Function**

The Autodock 4 force field is parametrized to use Gasteiger partial charges on atoms and distinguishes between polar and non-polar hydrogen atoms in molecules. Hydrogen atoms bound to carbon atoms are non-polar, whereas hydrogen atoms that are bound to electronegative atoms as oxygen or nitrogen are polar. Thus, after adding hydrogens to receptor and ligand molecules and assigning Gasteiger charges, the non-polar hydrogen atoms are removed from the structure and their charges are merged into the charge of the respective bound carbon atom. This united-atom model treats the carbons and the
attached hydrogen atoms as one interaction unit. Hence, in all illustrations of docking results within this thesis, only the polar hydrogens are depicted.

Autodock’s force field was parametrized using experimentally derived structures and binding constants from a large amount of protein-ligand complexes [30]. The free energy of binding $\Delta G$ is defined as follows:

$$
\Delta G = (V_{\text{lig-lig}}^{\text{bound}} - V_{\text{lig-lig}}^{\text{unbound}}) + (V_{\text{prot-prot}}^{\text{bound}} - V_{\text{prot-prot}}^{\text{unbound}}) + (V_{\text{prot-lig}}^{\text{bound}} - V_{\text{prot-lig}}^{\text{unbound}} + \Delta S_{\text{conf}}).
$$

$\Delta S$ is an estimated contribution due entropy loss upon ligand binding. Each of the six pair-wise energy evaluations consists of the following terms as shown in equation 2.2: a van-der-Waals term, a hydrogen bonding term, an electrostatic term, a desolvation term, and a torsional entropy contribution:

$$
V = W_{V_{\text{DW}}} \sum_{i,j} \left( \frac{A_{ij}}{r_{ij}^{12}} - \frac{B_{ij}}{r_{ij}^{6}} \right) + W_{H-\text{bonds}} \sum_{i,j} E(t) \left( \frac{C_{ij}}{r_{ij}^{12}} - \frac{D_{ij}}{r_{ij}^{10}} \right) + W_{\text{Elec}} \sum_{i,j} \frac{q_i q_j}{\epsilon(r_{ij}) r_{ij}} + W_{\text{Desolv}} \sum_{i,j} (S_i V_j + S_j V_i) e^{-r_{ij}^2/2\sigma^2} + W_{\text{Tor}} \times N_{\text{tor}}.
$$

Special weight constants $W$ have been derived by experimental knowledge and are used for an optimal adjustment of the free energy. The van-der-Waals term uses the classic 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential to describe the attraction/repulsion between two non-bonded atoms $i$ (of the receptor) and $j$ (of the ligand) that are at a distance of $r_{ij}$ from each other. The hydrogen bond term includes the function $E(t)$ that accounts for the directionality of a hydrogen bond. The term is favoured if the angle $t$ between the hydrogen acceptor atom, the polar hydrogen, and the acceptor atom is closer to the ideal of $180^\circ$. A Coulombic potential gives the electrostatic contribution that depends on the charges $q$ of atom $i$ and $j$. The calculations for this term are without a distance cutoff and are based on the partial charges assigned as already mentioned above. The desolvation energy term is calculated only for the protein and includes a solvation term $S$ and an atomic fragmental volume $V$ for atoms $i$ in the ligand and $j$ in the receptor.
The gaussian distance constant $\sigma$ is 3.5Å. Finally, torsional entropy of the ligand due to binding to the receptor is estimated as the product of a weight constant and the number of flexible torsions $N_{tor}$ within the ligand. This rather rudimentary representation of the internal ligand energy adds approximately 0.3 kcal/mol per flexible torsion angle to each binding free energy result which will also be discussed later in this thesis.

**Ligand and Receptor Flexibility**

Like various other docking programs, AutoDock offers full ligand flexibility. The user can define all, individual, or no torsion angles within the ligand molecule as flexible (freely rotatable) bonds during the docking experiment. However, the number of rotatable bonds within a ligand is not limitless. If larger ligands (with more than 6-8 rotatable bonds) are treated as fully flexible, docking results become significantly harder to cluster and show sampling problems. This will be shown and discussed in Chapter 4. Due to the genetic algorithm’s random assignment of various torsion angles, the search space drastically increases for a large amount of flexible torsions.

In contrast to ligand flexibility, the flexibility of the protein receptor is only rudimentary implemented in AutoDock. One or several side chains can be set by the user to be treated flexibly, i.e. the bonds of the selected side chains are allowed to rotate during the docking. However, the large computational effort and resulting sampling problems (equal to a large amount of flexible ligand torsions) allows only for a very limited selection of flexible protein side chains – global flexibility within the receptor is still not satisfactorily modelled. Our approach, as a first step for a better inclusion of receptor flexibility in grid-based protein ligand docking, is presented in Chapter 4.

**2.2 Genetic Algorithms**

So-called *genetic algorithms* are a combination of mathematical models with well-known processes and semantic terms from genetic biology and its evolution theory. Here, the ‘randomness’ of nature is used to exhaustively sample a search space within a given problem – i.e. the placement of a ligand during molecular docking.

Most of the termini are borrowed from genetics, such as *generations, mutation, crossover, or selection*. Those concepts and how they are employed in molecular docking will be briefly explained in the following.
2.2. Genetic Algorithms

As illustrated in Figure 2.2, every docking calculation starts with the so-called initial population. Here, a set of randomly chosen ligand placements is created in which a single member of the set is called *individual*. The size of the population can be set by the user, but the default value is 150. Those initial starting ligand configurations are placed within the 3-dimensional box around the supposed binding site as defined before.

**Figure 2.2:** Flow diagram of a genetic algorithm (starting at the upper left) as it is used in the AutoDock protein-ligand docking suite.
Each ligand placement at a certain position around the receptor molecule can be exactly described by using several variables or genes:

- translation (the displacement of the ligand in x/y/z-direction)
  Those are 3 genes: $x, y, z$

- rotation (position of the ligand towards the receptor)
  Those are 4 genes: a unit vector $\vec{Q} = \begin{pmatrix} q_x \\ q_y \\ q_z \end{pmatrix}$ and the rotation angle $q_w$

- ligand torsions (rotation of ligand bonds that are specified to be flexible)
  Depending on the number of flexible ligand torsions, angle $\theta \in [-180, 180]$ degrees

Altogether, these variables define the genotype of the respective ligand conformation. Every genotype (that is basically a collection of vectors or numbers) can be translated into a phenotype, which is the actual ligand placement within the search space. These phenotypes are then evaluated by AutoDock’s energy score as described above. According to the calculated energy, a selection step is applied to the population of individuals where phenotypes with a better interaction score are kept and phenotypes that yield a score below a certain threshold are discarded. Just as in nature, the fittest individuals are able to pass on their genes to the next generation whereas the weaker individuals successively become extinct.

From the fittest survivors of that generation, successors are created by employing the concepts of gene cross-over and mutation. In cross-over events, genes between randomly picked individuals are swapped against each other. In addition, Cauchy distribution based mutations are carried out where randomly picked genes are changed within a certain allowed margin. Mutations play a crucial role within the algorithm as they can allow for leaving local energy minima and therefore find better solutions. The mutation rates, step sizes, and probabilities can be adjusted prior to the docking run. In addition, elitism can be enabled, by which the specified number of fittest individuals proceed to the next generation unchanged. The steps of evaluation/cross-over/mutation/selection are subsequently repeated until the number of evaluations performed has reached the threshold specified by the user.
With the *Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm (LGA)*, AutoDock combines a genetic algorithm as described above with a local search method. Here, a certain subset of each population undergoes a local search where small translational and (if activated) torsional changes are applied to those individuals, are evaluated, and finally kept if interaction with the receptor has improved. Hence, the LGA perfectly combines effective scanning of the whole conformational space (genetic algorithm) with further optimization of found solutions (local search).

### 2.3 Structure Deviation Measurement

The RMSD – short for *Root Mean Square Deviation* – is frequently used in structural studies to determine how similar two biomolecule structures are (e.g. proteins, small ligand molecules). One has to differentiate between a) using the RMSD to measure the similarity of two structures as, for example, used in this study to illustrate the flexibility induced changes of two protein structures (referred to as RMSD[^P]^ throughout this thesis) and b) to determine the quality of a ligand placement after docking into a protein binding site (RMSD[^L]). In the latter case, the RMSD is employed as a measurement of how close the docked solution is to a given ”real” ligand placement (docking accuracy).

RMSD values have been calculated using Pymol [31] and are given in all-atom RMSD if not indicated otherwise (another common measurement is C-alpha or C[^α] RMSD where only the C[^α] atoms of the protein chain are considered for the calculations).

The RMSD between two structures X and Y consisting of N atoms each is calculated as the square root of the average of the squared distances between the corresponding atoms of structure X and structure Y:

\[
\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - y_i)^2}. \tag{2.3}
\]

Typical values for RMSD[^L] that are considered as in good agreement (e.g. with experimental ligand configurations) are RMSDs of \(\leq 2\,\text{Å}\). This boundary was also used throughout this thesis to distinguish between ”good” and ”poor” ligand placements after docking.
2.4 Normal Mode Analysis and Elastic Network Models

One drawback of the calculation of flexible degrees of freedom for a protein receptor molecule is the high computational demand of calculating either harmonic modes at atomic resolution or principal components of MD trajectories. Additionally, the calculation of principal components of motion from an MD simulation can significantly depend on the simulation length and convergence [32,33].

A different computational approach has emerged in recent years that enables this limitation to be avoided: Elastic Network Models (ENM) of proteins assume that the lowest frequency normal modes (also called soft modes) represent the biologically relevant large-scale movements within a protein [34,35]. The calculations are based on simplified spring models of proteins and on the hypothesis that the mobility of a protein region is determined by the local density (or the locally available free space) [36,37].

Harmonic mode analysis of this simple energy function enables identification of possible flexible (soft) collective degrees of freedom of the protein within a few minutes computer time [35]. Tama and Sanejouand found that such approximate mode calculations resulted in predicted soft modes that show significant overlap with observed conformational changes in proteins determined experimentally under different conditions (e.g. different crystal forms or apo vs. bound form of a protein molecule) [38]. In some cases, over 50% of the conformational difference between two structures of a protein, determined for example by X-ray analysis of two crystal forms or as ligand-free and bound forms, could be assigned to a single approximate soft mode of the protein [38].

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the capability of normal mode analysis to account for the conformational changes in the enzyme protein kinase A. In this case, just ten softest modes obtained from a ENM analysis applied to the apo form of the enzyme are sufficient to approximate the backbone conformational changes observed between apo and an inhibitor bound form to >50%.
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Figure 2.3: A: Conformational difference between bound (PDB ID 1STC; blue tube representation; complex with staurosporine, ligand not shown) and unbound (PDB ID 1J3H; red tube) structures of the catalytic domain of protein kinase A (PKA). The backbone RMSD between the two structures is 1.7Å.

B: Superposition of the bound PKA and the apo structure deformed in the 10 softest normal modes obtained from an elastic network calculation on the apo form to give the smallest possible deviation from the bound form.

C: Backbone RMSD of apo and bound PKA (black line) vs. residue number compared to the backbone RMSD for the apo structure optimally deformed in the 10 softest normal modes (red line). The RMSD between the optimally deformed structure and the bound PKA structure is 0.9Å.

Throughout this thesis, normal mode calculation was performed using an elastic network model (ENM) for proteins developed by Hinsen [35]. Here, only the Cα atoms of the proteins are considered for the calculations, hence predicting rather global backbone changes than side chain movements. The normal mode analysis, as employed here, uses a simplified force field which assumes that the protein input structure represents a local energy minimum. This is presumably true for X-ray or NMR derived structures, differently derived input should thus be subjected to an energy minimization beforehand.

The forcefield is based on a pair-wise distance-dependent energy function:

$$V(R_1, ..., R_N) = \sum_{C_\alpha - pairs} V_{ij}(R_i - R_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

with the pair-wise term

$$V_{ij} = k(R_{ij}^{(0)})(|r| - R_{ij}^{(0)})^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

where $R_{ij}^{(0)}$ is the pair’s equilibrium (input) distance. The force constant $k$ is distance-dependent:

$$k(r) = \gamma \times \exp\left(-\frac{|r|^2}{r_0^2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)
such that short distances are more restrained than long distances. $\gamma$ is a constant that controls the overall flexibility and an $r_0$ of 4Å was found to give the best overlap between the softest non-trivial modes and the conformational difference between apo and holo structures in test calculations [39].

The harmonic modes with respect to the above energy function (2.4) can be obtained as follows: The second derivative matrix $H$ of the potential energy is calculated. It is of size $3N \times 3N$ where $N$ is the number of $(C_\alpha)$ atoms within the system. The mass-weighted Hessian Matrix $H^*$ is given by:

$$H^* = M^{-\frac{1}{2}} \times H \times M^{-\frac{1}{2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $M$ is a diagonal $3N \times 3N$ matrix with the atomic masses as the only non-zero elements. The normal modes are the eigenvectors of $H^*$ and the respective eigenvalues $\lambda_i$ are the squares of the vibrational frequencies:

$$\nu_i = \frac{\sqrt{\lambda_i}}{2\pi}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

Figure 2.4 illustrates the first softest mode for the unbound form of CDK2 (PDB ID: 1HCL) that was used as one of the test systems for the flexible receptor docking approach.

---

**Figure 2.4:** First normal mode deformations of apo cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2). The $C_\alpha$ atoms are shown as red spheres and are connected by blue bonds. The first mode yields 6 deformations of the apo structure, three into each direction. The ligand binding site is encircled black. Yellow arrows indicate the largest motions within the system.

In the present thesis, normal modes are employed exclusively to model global low-frequency backbone movements. Further examples for employing of ENM calculations in modeling efforts are discussed in Chapter 3.
2.5 Test Systems

Throughout this thesis, several protein systems have been used to apply and evaluate the introduced approaches. These examples are real-world drug design targets and are of key interest for the research on threatening diseases, as e.g. different protein kinases related to cancer, or proteases that play key roles in the course of infections with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). The following paragraphs briefly summarize the basic biological theory and important structural features of the investigated proteins.

Protein Kinases

With over 500 members, the class of protein kinases represents a prominent element of the human proteome [40]. Due to their role for the signal transduction in the cell and the diseases resulting from defective enzymes, protein kinases have become promising drug targets for inhibitor based cancer therapy [41]. The historic timeline of protein kinases as drug targets and the most successful developments have been well reviewed. [42,43].

The basic function of protein kinases is adding a phosphate group (PO$_4^{3-}$) to their substrate protein, a process called phosphorylation. Here, the phosphate of an ATP molecule is transferred to the free hydroxyl group of an either serine, threonine, or tyrosine residue. Different classes of kinases (serine kinases, tyrosine kinases, and so on) are able to phosphorylate different combinations of those residues. The consequential chemical alteration leads to conformational changes that can ultimately trigger or suppress functions in the substrate protein.

**Protein Kinase A (PKA)** is one of the most prominent members of the large group of protein kinases. PKA was the first solved kinase structure [44] and is today one of the best studied examples of kinases. PKA is also often referred to as cAMP-dependent kinase because the amount of cyclic adenosine monophosphate, a second messenger molecule, around PKA significantly regulates the activity of PKA.

Like other protein kinases, the main structural features of PKA are two regulatory (R) and two catalytic (C) subunits. The R subunits hold two (or four, depending on the type of eukaryotic cell) binding sites for cAMP, as soon as those binding sites are occupied by cAMP molecules, the two C subunits are released from the complex. On release, the C subunits undergo substantial conformational changes and are now able to phosphorylate available substrate proteins. The structure of the unbound PKA as well as a structure with the inhibitor staurosporine bound at the active site are illustrated in the chapter before (Figure 1.3 B).
Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 (CDK2) represents another important member of the kinase family. In general, cyclin-dependent kinases can be involved in the mediation of the cell cycle progression (e.g. CDK1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6) or in the regulation of the transcription (e.g. CDK7 or CDK9). The name is derived from its native binding partners, regulatory enzymes called cyclins that play a crucial role in controlling the cell cycle by activating the CDK upon binding and phosphorylation. The complex role of CDKs in the regulation of the cell cycle has been thoroughly reviewed [45,46] as well as the CDK’s role in cancer and the anti-cancer potential of CDK inhibitors [47,48].

**Figure 2.5:** Cartoon representation of the CDK2 tertiary structure (blue) with gray transparent molecular surface (PDB ID 1KE5). The inhibitor molecule (LS1, shown as red sticks) fits inside the cleft between the two lobes of CDK2: one smaller amino-terminal lobe on top of the ligand that contains beta-sheets and the PSTAIRE helix as well as the larger carboxy-terminal lobe below the ligand containing mainly alpha-helices.

HIV-1 Protease (HIV-1P)

HIV-1 Protease – a member of the aspartyl protease class – plays a crucial role in the HIV replication cycle and is therefore an interesting and well-studied target. Its specific role is the cleaving of newly synthesized polypeptides into functional proteins that are needed for the HIV virion to become active. If it is possible to find drug molecules that mimic a polypeptide chain and bind tightly to the protease active site (more tightly than its natural polyproteins), the protein’s function is blocked, thus preventing the HI-virus from maturing and becoming harmful [49].
The first experimental structure of HIV1-Protease was solved in 1989 [50] and since then, several hundred 3D-structures of bound and unbound states have been deposited in the PDB. With the large amount of available structures and the remarkable conformational changes upon ligand binding (see below), the protease is a well-suited test system for our flexible receptor docking approach. The structure of HIV1-Protease in complex with the cyclic urea inhibitor DMQ (PDB ID: 1DMP) is illustrated in Figure 2.6. In total, the homo-dimer is built of 198 residues with each subunit consisting of 99 amino acids. Possible inhibitors bind at the active site that is located in the central part of the protein. The tunnel-like binding site is covered by two $\beta$-sheet flaps that have shown to be opened in the unliganded HIV1-Protease and take a closed conformation upon inhibitor binding [51, 52]. In Chapter 5, the large conformational change in the flaps is illustrated further. At the binding site, the two aspartic acid residues Asp25 are highly conserved and mutation studies on those residues have proven their importance for the proteolytic function [53–55]. Under physiological pH conditions, one of the two Asp25 residues exist in the deprotonated form and can therefore act as a hydrogen bond acceptor to an inhibitor.
Chapter 3

Accounting for Target Flexibility during Protein–Ligand Docking

3.1 Introduction

An essential goal of computational drug design is to reduce expenses within the designing process, either by the selection of putative lead-structures from databases of drug-like chemical compounds, or by de-novo design of active substances [56]. Target-based drug design uses available three-dimensional (3D) structural information of the receptor to dock compound libraries (target based virtual screening) or de-novo designed ligands that specifically bind to the target. In recent years, the number of 3D structures of protein molecules has increased significantly. Additionally, for a growing number of protein target sequences with sequence similarity to a known protein structure (template), comparative modelling methods allow for building fairly accurate model structures (depending on the degree of target-template sequence similarity). The rapid growth of structural knowledge on biomolecular drug target molecules forms the basis for the increasing applicability of structure-based ligand-receptor docking and drug design applications. The ultimate goal of structure based docking and drug design is the identification of putative ligands, the prediction of the binding geometry, and the prediction of the binding affinity to a given receptor molecule.

The affinity and specificity of binding reactions is determined by the structural and physicochemical properties of the binding partners and the solution environment. The basis for this specificity was first investigated by Emil Fischer already in 1894 [9]. He addressed the foundations of specific binding by introducing the well-known lock-and-key analogy to describe enzyme-substrate interactions. The basic idea of this concept
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is that the substrate has to fit specifically like a key into the binding site (lock) of an enzyme. The lock and key concept was developed further by Koshland, who proposed that a global conformational change of the enzyme hexokinase is necessary to adapt to its substrate [10]. He developed the idea of 'induced fit' recognition, meaning that both partners can structurally differ in their unbound (apo) and bound (holo) conformations. During the association process, the interacting molecules induce conformational changes that are required to achieve high affinity and specificity of binding. It has also been recognized, that in principle all possible molecular binding processes require a certain degree of conformational adaptation.

Binding reactions can be accompanied by a variety of conformational changes. The magnitude of such changes can range from alterations of side-chain conformations [16] at the binding site to global changes of domain arrangements [57–59] and can even involve refolding of protein segments upon association [60]. Based on ideas from statistical physics, the induced-fit concept has been extended suggesting a pre-existing ensemble of several inter-convertible conformational states that are in equilibrium [61]. These states include conformations close to unbound but also near-bound forms. Binding of a partner molecule to the near-bound form stabilizes this structure and shifts the equilibrium towards the bound form [62]. Computational approaches to realistically model and predict ligand-receptor binding geometries should preferably include such conformational changes during receptor-ligand docking simulations. It is the focus of the present chapter to give an overview on available computational strategies to include receptor conformational changes during docking methods and to discuss their strengths and weaknesses.

While considerable progress has been achieved in modelling the conformational flexibility of ligands during docking over the last decade, inclusion of receptor flexibility is still an unsolved problem, especially in case of significant changes in the protein backbone structure upon binding. In the following, recent efforts and progress on including receptor flexibility during docking are presented. Special emphasis is put on global and semi-global receptor conformational changes in protein-ligand docking calculations and on aspects of computational efficiency. Various levels of flexibility have been considered in docking approaches. A schematic illustration of the different levels of protein flexibility that can play a role during association is given in Figure 3.1. Since the great majority of drug targets are proteins, the focus will be on the flexibility of proteins. However, most aspects of conformational flexibility are of general importance also for other types of receptor biomolecules.
3.2 Thermodynamic Driving Forces of Binding and the Scoring Problem

Thermodynamics tells us that the driving force for binding of two molecules is given by the free energy change associated with the binding reaction. A free energy change indicates that there are entropic and energetic (enthalpic) components involved in binding reactions [63–66]. On the energetic part, the association process can involve changes in electrostatic interactions, van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonding. These types of interactions can include contributions within and between the interacting biomolecules but in addition also between the biomolecules and surrounding solvent.
molecules (usually water and possibly ions). Besides of internal energy or enthalpy, the binding process can also involve changes in the entropy of the biomolecules and the surrounding solvent molecules [67]. For example, binding of biomolecules can result in a change in flexibility of the binding partners affecting the conformational entropy of both molecules. Association can also lead to a change in the ordering of solvent molecules (resulting in changes of enthalpy and entropy) around the binding partners that influences the association process (hydrophobic effect).

There are two important aspects of computational methods to predict receptor-ligand complexes. Firstly, it is desirable to predict an arrangement as close to reality as possible and, secondly, to score it appropriately with respect to alternative complex geometries. Since several enthalpic and entropic contributions influence the binding affinity, the scoring function needs to realistically account for many contributions to binding affinity. At the same time, docking approaches need to be fast enough to allow for rapid docking and evaluation of many thousand putative complexes. Computational speed is a critical issue for ligand-receptor docking which requires a reasonable compromise between accuracy and speed to calculate a score for a ligand-receptor complex. Current scoring functions to evaluate ligand-receptor complexes range from simple schemes that just account for sterical complementarity to complete force field functions [68–70]. These can include terms that account for sterical and electrostatic interactions but also account for desolvation and hydrophobic contributions to ligand-receptor interaction [67]. The change in conformational entropy of binding partners also influences the binding affinity. However, so far only few approaches have tackled the issue of including conformational entropy effects during docking scoring [71, 72].

Instead of scoring functions based on a molecular mechanics force field, it is also possible to design knowledge-based potentials to evaluate complexes that are extracted from known receptor-ligand complexes. The basic idea of such knowledge-based scoring is to relate the observed frequency of atom-atom (or group-group) contacts to the expected contact frequency at receptor-ligand interfaces to extract favourable and unfavourable atom-atom interactions [73]. Here, expected contact frequency means contacts that are obtained if atoms would be distributed randomly at the interface. The design of an appropriate scoring function for the realistic evaluation of ligand-receptor complexes is still an unresolved issue. The problem of designing a realistic scoring function for computational docking is not at the focus of the current chapter. However, its relation to the problem of how to account efficiently for conformational changes is of interest. Frequently, the difficulties of realistic docking (in terms of minimal deviation from an experimental complex structure) and scoring are considered as separate issues.
However, since scoring functions are often exclusively parameterized using experimen-
tal structures of protein-ligand complexes, it is important to generate docking models
already in the sampling phase that come as close as possible to the native complex
structure. Appropriate treatment of conformational flexibility during docking is, there-
fore, tightly connected to the improvement of realistic scoring of docked complexes.
The design of more rigorous and more specific scoring functions requires at the same
time an improvement of the prediction accuracy of binding modes in terms of deviation
from the experimental binding geometry. Highly accurate scoring of a ligand placement
requires that the complex binding geometry has also been predicted with high precision. Vice
versa, the more errors a scoring function may tolerate, the less specific it becomes.
Consequently, there is a direct relation between the robustness or softness of a scoring
function and the number of false positives obtained in a virtual screen.

3.3 Accounting for conformational Flexibility in Docking

Inclusion of Ligand Flexibility

Basically all popular docking approaches include ligand flexibility, which is reasonable,
because even small changes in dihedral torsion angles around rotatable bonds can sig-
nificantly change the shape and electrostatic potential around a ligand molecule. Many
methods have been developed and applied including soft docking [74, 75], ligand con-
formational ensembles [76], molecular dynamics [77], or Monte Carlo simulations [27],
and various smart advanced sampling strategies [78]. Several current efficient dock-
ing programs employ ’build up’ or incremental construction approaches [79, 80]. The
incremental construction scheme involves splitting the ligand into fragments that are
assumed to be conformationally rigid. Subsequently, a starting fragment (anchor) is
docked into the target site and the complete ligand is generated by attaching frag-
ments to a growing ligand in the binding pocket. The connection between fragments
allows for conformational adjustment of the ligand to optimally fit into the binding site.
The efficient inclusion of ligand flexibility during docking has already been extensively
reviewed [81].

Accounting implicitly for Receptor Flexibility

As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the analysis of available protein structures
indicates in several cases only small differences of receptor structures in complex with
a ligand (bound/ho1o form) compared to the apo (unbound) form. However, even in
such cases, docking of ligands to rigid receptor structures may not be successful due
to the sensitivity of steric interactions with respect to even small conformational adjustments in a receptor binding pocket. The application of a soft interaction scoring function represents one possibility to still keep a rigid receptor structure during docking but allowing for some steric overlap between receptor and ligand. Various functional forms of soft scoring functions have been suggested that allow for various degrees of steric overlap between ligand and receptor atoms [74, 75, 82, 83]. Intuitively, such an approach is reasonable since even in a lock-and-key mechanism of ligand-receptor binding, small atom displacements in the receptor pocket might be possible (e.g. due to thermal fluctuations). The thermal fluctuations can effectively reduce steric overlap between ligand and receptor atoms which can be approximately described by a softening of the steric interactions. A common method to implicitly account for limited conformational changes in the receptor structure is a broadening or shift of the repulsive part of the van-der-Waals interaction potential (soft-core potential). Thus, slightly increased overlap of atoms upon docking is permitted. One should keep in mind, however, that atomic motions which may lead to a reduction of atomic overlap are usually strongly coupled motions with defined direction meaning that a motion of one atom to reduce overlap also affects the position and interaction of neighboring atoms. In contrast, simple softening of interactions ‘reduces’ possible overlap independent of neighboring atoms. Nevertheless, soft scoring functions are widely used during docking searches [84]. However, one should keep in mind that uniform softening of steric interactions can greatly reduce the specificity of interactions resulting in false-positive docking solutions or unrealistic placement of the ligand in the binding pocket [85].

**Ligand-Receptor Docking using Molecular Dynamics Simulations**

In principle, it is possible to perform ligand-receptor docking searches allowing for conformational changes of both the receptor and ligand structure in all Cartesian or bond rotation degrees of freedom. This can be achieved by using energy minimization (EM), molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations (or related simulation methods). Such simulations are typically based on a molecular mechanics force field describing all intra- and inter-molecular interactions of receptor and ligand molecules [69, 86]. In MD simulations, Newton’s equations of motion are solved numerically in small time steps (1-2 fs; 1 fs = 10^{-15} s) allowing in principle for full ligand and receptor flexibility [87]. In case of docking a ligand into a receptor pocket, one typically starts the simulation from various start placements of the ligand near the expected binding site. For computational efficiency, the flexible parts of the protein are frequently restricted to the vicinity of the binding site and the rest of the protein is kept rigid [88]. However, due to the presence of energy barriers, MD simulations...
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can be trapped in unrealistic docking sub-states and may require long and computationally demanding simulations to reach a realistic complex structure (conformational sampling problem). Di Nola et al. partly solved this problem by applying a different coupling scheme for the heat bath. In their method, the center of mass of the ligand moves at a considerably higher temperature than the remaining system [77]. Mangoni et al. expanded the approach by allowing for internal motions of the receptor which was coupled to a low-temperature bath [89]. Alternatively, sampling of ligand placement and receptor conformational states can be improved by simulated annealing methods [90] or scaling/rescaling methods of the ligand-receptor interaction potential during MD simulations [91, 92]. Such techniques allow a more rapid convergence to an optimal interface structure with simultaneous adjustment of both side-chain and backbone interface structure. More recently, advanced MD sampling methods have been successfully combined with docking searches that show promising results on test systems [78, 93, 94].

The calculation of the ligand binding affinity to a known receptor binding site and the evaluation of ligand modifications on binding affinity is another application area of molecular dynamics based approaches. A prominent example is the MM/PBSA (Molecular Mechanics/Poisson Boltzmann, Surface Area) method or the MM/GBSA method. The latter method employs the Generalized Born approach to calculate electrostatic interactions instead of the more time consuming PB approach [95]. In both cases, an ensemble of conformations of the receptor-ligand complex generated by MD simulations is evaluated based on a continuum model (Poisson Boltzmann or Generalized Born model) for the surrounding solvent. The application to the complex as well as to the isolated receptor and ligand molecules results in an estimate of the ligand-receptor interaction. Although computationally much more demanding than using standard docking scoring functions, the approach has been employed also in virtual compound screening efforts [96]. Other even more demanding methods are based on thermodynamic perturbation or thermodynamic integration where a ligand or parts of a ligand are created or annihilated during MD simulation (reviewed in [97, 98]). Although mostly applied for the evaluation of a selected number of ligands or modifications of ligands [92] the development of more efficient free energy simulation methods and increasing computer performance may allow for a growing use of such approaches to evaluate ligand-receptor binding affinity [99].
A major drawback of MD simulations applied to ligand-receptor docking is the large computational demand due to the many flexible degrees of freedom of both solute and solvent molecules. The steady increase of computer power and the implementation of smart sampling methods will undoubtedly broaden the applicability of MD simulation methods for docking searches. However, even in case of implicit solvent models and a known receptor binding site, the computational effort can be too large to systematically dock multiple ligands. Therefore, MD methods are currently still more applied to lead structure optimization or refinement of a small set of pre-selected docking poses. Indeed, multistep docking approaches containing an MD-based refinement step are becoming increasingly popular [93, 97].

Treatment of Side-Chain Flexibility and local Protein Backbone Changes

In case of any systematic exploration of ligands and possible binding placements, it is desirable to restrict the flexibility to fewer degrees of freedom that correspond to the most important variables for the binding adjustment. The variation of bond lengths and angle vibrations makes up only for a comparably small contribution to conformational changes. The motions that contribute most are movements of dihedrals (bond rotation). Often, conformational changes upon ligand-protein association are limited to changes in the side-chains that form the binding site. In such cases, the inclusion of side-chain reorientations during docking can result in drastic improvements of the docking performance [100]. It is well known that side-chains possess conformational preferences for a discrete number of dihedral states. Dunbrack and Karplus [101] and others [102–107] compiled the most common values for side-chain dihedral angle states from a large database of protein structures. Initially, these libraries were used for assigning side-chain conformations to a given backbone structure in comparative modelling. The first investigation of the applicability of side-chain rotamer states from a library during docking was undertaken by Leach in 1994 [108]. There exist backbone dependent and independent libraries, small libraries that cover only the most prominent states, and exhaustive libraries providing residence probabilities for each state [109]. Several available docking programs can include side-chain conformational changes at a proposed ligand binding site either at the level of searching for optimal discrete side-chain dihedral angle combinations (rotamers) or upon minimization of side-chain dihedrals during docking. The dead end elimination method and the A* algorithm were tested that allow for the selection of a best possible combination of possible side-chain rotamers in the spatial vicinity of binding cavities [110, 111]. Alternative approaches based on a multi-greedy strategy or a branch and cut algorithm have also been used [112]. Several two-stage docking methods allow for a relaxation
3.4 Conformational Ensemble Methods

To efficiently account for larger conformational changes of the main chain and side-chains near the binding site, it is also possible to represent the binding site by an ensemble of protein conformations [119, 120]. For many proteins of biological or pharmaceutical interest, experimental crystal structures in the apo form and often also in complex with different ligands are available. In such cases, the ensemble of target conformations can be formed by the available experimental structures. Alternatively, computational methods such as MD simulations can be used to generate conformational ensembles [97]. Others generated ensembles using a combination of loop fragments [121]. Distance geometry approaches, as for example implemented in tCONCOORD [122], can also be used to obtain conformational ensembles. The structures are generated by fulfilling a set of upper and lower inter-atomic distances, where the difference between these upper and lower boundaries depends on the estimated interaction strength and sterical hindrance. The resulting structures are usually analyzed by principal component analysis (PCA) to identify a maximally diverse collection of possible conformations. A set of methods, including MD simulations with different solvents and tCONCOORD, has been compared and applied to identify flexible ligand binding pockets on the surface of proteins [123]. The CONCOORD method has also been used to generate conformations in reasonable agreement with bound structures based on data extracted from unbound structure combined with the radius of gyration of the bound ligand-receptor complex structure [124]. In the CONCOORD/PBSA approach, the generated ensembles are successfully used to efficiently sample protein flexibility when...
predicting free energy and protein stability changes upon protein-protein binding [125]. Several groups made use of principle components of motion [126] or normal modes to deform a starting receptor structure and thus generate an ensemble. Mustard and Ritchie for example employed distance constraint essential dynamics eigenstructures as input for their protein-protein docking program Hex [127]. Cavasotto et al. used relevant normal modes to generate an ensemble for the cAMP dependent kinase [128]. The authors also introduced a measure of relevance to select a set of mid-frequency modes to be able to cover localized backbone motions. Irrespective of the way an ensemble is obtained, the question arises whether the structural snapshots sufficiently cover the protein’s conformational space as a whole. It is not clear how many different structures are necessary. Similar to rotamer library and loop copy approaches, there is one nontrivial problem: If there is no ’correct’ or near-correct conformation included in the set of structures, there is no guarantee for improvement over single receptor docking, the prediction accuracy might even drop below the level of docking using a single rigid receptor.

3.5 Structural Ensembles in Docking Calculations

Once an ensemble has been obtained (see Figure 3.2 for different possibilities), ligands can for example be docked successively against every receptor structure. For instance Pang and Kozikowski [129] used 69 snapshots from a short MD-simulation in a docking study; Barril and Morley employed a large set of experimentally derived X-ray structures for successive docking [130]. Moreno and Leon proposed to generate a binding site descriptor from a set of protein conformations rather than from a single structure for input in the program DOCK [131]. Similarly, the relaxed complex scheme by McCammon and coworkers utilizes a set of MD snapshots for docking searches in combination with the AutoDock program as docking engine [132]. This concept was extended by Carlson et al. who proposed the ’dynamic pharmacophore model’ [62, 133], where a pharmacophore can be modelled for each structure in the ensemble. In turn, the intersection of all pharmacophore models is called the dynamic pharmacophore, which can then be utilized to identify putative new ligands. The authors tested their approach on HIV-integrase and on HIV-protease. For multiple protein structures from an MD simulation, it was possible to distinguish true inhibitors from drug-like non-inhibitors [36]. However, docking to each individual structure of an ensemble can become highly computationally demanding and requires evaluation of a large set of alternative structures which may increase the chance of obtaining many false positive docking solutions.
3.5. **Structural Ensembles in Docking Calculations**

Figure 3.2: *Schematic overview of experimental or computational sources for ensemble protein structures and ensemble docking methods. Experimental or computational methods contribute several (ranging from just 2 to hundreds of) structures in different conformational states. The ensemble is then used for either separate docking to each ensemble structure (lower left) or methods that combine or switch between the conformers within the ensemble (lower right panel).*

One possibility is to calculate a mean field from all the structures in the entire ensemble. For example, discrete sets of side-chain and protein loop conformations can be efficiently combined in a mean field to self-consistently optimize the ligand-receptor interface structure during the docking calculation. In such mean field approach, each alternative side-chain or main chain conformation (conformational copy) is given an initial weight based on the internal energy and the interaction with a ligand (usually a Boltzmann weight). During docking, the weights on each copy can change such that in the finally docked structure the optimal side-chain/main-chain structure can be identified as the copy with highest weight.

Many structure-based drug design and docking programs employ pre-calculated grids for representation of the receptor-ligand interactions. The energy function of the receptor atoms of the binding site are first mapped onto a regular grid and interactions with
ligand atoms are calculated by interpolation from neighbouring grid points. A number of researchers have tried to map not only a single receptor structure onto such grids. Early attempts by Knegt et al. computed composite energy-weighted, or geometry-weighted grids, from a set of experimental protein structures [37]. For energy-weighting, the authors computed grids for each structure and subsequently averaged over several grids, thereby at each grid point, grids with high negative values get high weights, grids with high positive values get small weights. In case of geometry-weighting, first an average structure is calculated, thereby using the mean structure for regions with low flexibility whereas regions with high flexibility are retained as independent conformational copies. Finally, a grid is calculated for this average structure and used during docking and scoring. Österberg et al. report similar findings, when testing four different ways of combining grids, energy-weighting or Boltzmann-weighting works well, whereas simple averaging can lead to an increase of incorrect docking solutions [134]. To further improve the efficiency, it is possible to represent part of the structural ensemble by a single rigid structure and to treat only the most flexible part of the binding site by explicit alternative structures [135]. Instead of docking ligands to each conformation in an ensemble, it is possible to use mean field grid representations to reduce the computational expense [37]. Several variants have been presented mainly differing in the way of averaging the interaction energy contribution [134,136].

More sophisticated ensemble docking protocols have recently been suggested to avoid the increased computational effort in sequential docking all putative ligands to all target conformers (reviewed by Totrov and Abagyan [137]). Huang and Zou suggested an ensemble docking method that allows simultaneous optimization of placement and receptor conformation out of a set of protein structures and found significant improvement compared to docking to single structures [138]. Besides of using different experimental structures of a protein it is also possible to employ ensembles of homology models [139]. An interesting new approach for grid-based ensemble docking is the so called 4D-docking method [140]. Here, all structures are sorted by their conformational deviations. During docking, the integer index of the sorted stack is used as a fourth dimension. Hence, the search space can be reduced by consideration of limited conformational deviation, according to the actually considered structure (index neighbours). This allows a faster convergence towards optimal docking placement. Although the use of ensembles of structures can improve docking results it has also been found that the success depends critically on the choice of the ensemble [69,141].
3.6 Use of collective Modes to describe Global Motions

The underlying assumption of an ensemble docking approach is that conformations sufficiently close to the bound form are included in the ensemble. As indicated in the previous paragraph on generating ensembles, the absence of a receptor structure close to the bound form may deteriorate the docking performance. Recent efforts have therefore also focused on recipes to obtain optimal conformational ensembles [142,143].

3.6 Use of collective Modes to describe Global Motions

The application of ensemble approaches, as discussed above, is one promising route to account for the various conformational changes that can occur during ligand binding. However, it has the drawback of a discrete representation of predicted flexibility. The analysis of protein motions by molecular dynamics simulations in recent years has indicated that most of the conformational fluctuations can be described by a few collective degrees of freedom. These degrees of freedom can be obtained by the principle component analysis of the covariance of atomic fluctuations during MD simulations (also termed essential dynamics analysis) [144]. Alternatively, normal mode analysis, that is the analysis of the curvature of the potential energy function around an energy minimum, can also be used to extract collective degrees of large mobility in proteins and other biomolecules. It requires the diagonalization of the second derivative matrix of the energy with respect to the atomic coordinates yielding harmonic or normal (mass-weighted) modes of the biomolecule. To use the softest modes from a normal mode analysis as variables during flexible docking was suggested by Zacharias and Sklenar and first applied to DNA in complex with a minor groove binding ligand [145]. It allowed for fast minimization of the receptor structure during docking and for an estimation of the receptor deformation energy. The calculation of an energy associated with the deformation is based on the eigenvalue of the corresponding mode. The degree of deformation of the receptor in the soft degrees of freedom can be controlled by a penalty potential to limit deformations. This is only an approximation to the receptor internal energy change, however, sufficient for detecting possible ligands and putative binding sites. It avoids the computationally costly explicit calculation of the internal receptor energy at every docking minimization step. Compared to docking methods that employ ensembles of discrete (rigid) receptor structures, the receptor conformation can change continuously during docking (in the pre-calculated soft normal modes) and has therefore an increased capacity for induced fit adaptation.
Normal mode analysis has also been used to study induced fit binding in case of integrase [146] from human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and in combination with molecular dynamics to study ligand binding to HIV-protease [147]. However, pre-calculation of harmonic modes of a large receptor molecule requires very extensive energy minimization and is usually performed in the absence of solvent. Energy minimization under these conditions can lead to large deviations from the realistic (experimental) receptor structure and the calculated soft harmonic modes may not correspond to realistic soft degrees of freedom. The calculation of flexible degrees of freedom of a protein molecule can be performed under more realistic conditions using a principal component analysis (PCA) of motions obtained during a molecular dynamics simulation including surrounding waters and ions [144]. Flexible (essential) modes from the MD simulation can then be used as additional variables during docking as described above. This has been explored for the immunosuppressant FK506 to an 'unbound' conformation of a FK506 binding protein FKBP using the program PCrelax [148]. Accounting for relaxation in the pre-calculated soft modes of the receptor significantly improved the docking performance compared to docking to a rigid 'unbound' FKBP receptor structure at a modest increase in computational demand [148]. The approach can in principle lead to a dramatic reduction of the computational complexity to account for receptor flexibility during docking. This may form the basis for systematic docking including approximately for global conformational changes in the receptor. The contribution of global motions obtained from MD simulations has also been investigated to support protein-protein docking efforts [136].

It is also possible to use ENM analysis to identify rigid or flexible units in a protein and to define hinge regions [149]. Sandak et al. proposed the concept of hinge-domain-bending motion to account for global domain motion during docking with promising results [150,151]. It was shown that with this approach relatively large displacements of the receptor backbone structure can be achieved during docking in directions that overlapped significantly with experimentally observed changes [34,35,38,152]. Inclusion of normal mode minimization during docking was systematically explored by May and Zacharias for protein-protein complexes [39,153,154]. Inclusion of up to 5 softest modes for protein partners during docking improved the docking results at a very modest increase of computer time by a factor of 2-3 compared to rigid docking. However, the systematic test on several protein-protein complexes also indicated that in order to achieve realistic docking predictions both side-chain flexibility and global flexibility need to be accounted for simultaneously during docking [39].
3.6. Use of collective Modes to describe Global Motions

One promising route for future developments might be a combined treatment of global flexibility employing soft global degrees of freedom together with several copies of binding site loops for the protein main chain and representation of side-chain flexibility by discrete rotameric states. Such methodology was used to dock several inhibitors to the protein kinase CDK2 (cyclin-dependent kinase 2). Application to different X-ray structures in the apo and various bound forms allowed an evaluation by cross-docking of different inhibitor molecules [153]. Application of the pre-calculated soft modes as flexible variables both with and without inclusion of side-chain flexibility resulted in improved ranking as well as ligand placement during docking. Interestingly, accounting for flexibility in the soft modes alone gave overall similar docking performance as in case of including side-chain flexibility (alone or in combination with normal mode minimization) but at significantly reduced computational costs. Abagyan and co-workers recently applied normal mode deformations to generate conformational variants of receptor structures and used the conformers in a Monte Carlo search during ligand docking [142]. For this application it is necessary to represent each receptor conformation by a potential grid. Kazemi et al. recently presented an interesting variant of the grid representation to account for structural flexibility [155]. The idea of the approach is to deform the geometry of potential grids associated with the receptor structure following possible global conformational changes. The deformed grid can still serve as a basis for calculating interactions with the ligand using interpolation from nearest grid points. In the initial application of the method it was, however, necessary to know the initial and final structure of the receptor in order to determine the necessary deformation.
3.7 Summary and Conclusions

Ultimately, ligand-receptor docking approaches should be able to reliably predict placement, conformation and affinity of ligands bound to target receptor molecules. For rigid receptor structures, at least the prediction of a near native binding geometry is often possible. However, many proteins including some of the most prominent drug targets, like protein kinases and HIV protease undergo significant conformational changes upon complex formation with substrates or inhibitors. Significant progress has been achieved within recent years in particular to better account for changes in side-chain conformation during structure based drug design and docking. However, efficient and sufficiently accurate inclusion of local but especially more global backbone conformational changes remains a challenge [69,156].

Since one is typically interested to screen large numbers of putative ligands, it is important to find an optimal compromise between required accuracy and feasibility in terms of currently available computational resources. Current methods to tackle this problem range from brute force and time consuming but very detailed molecular dynamics simulation approaches to conformational ensemble methods and methods that try to restrict the flexible degrees of freedom to a subset of most relevant degrees of freedom. It should be emphasized that even if computational resources are available, the realistic modelling of conformational changes and adaptation is also limited by the accuracy of the underlying force field. Hence, inclusion of too many degrees of freedom may also degrade the performance of docking and scoring approaches. Methods that are based on identifying relevant soft degrees of freedom of a given protein receptor structure are computationally rapid and may allow for approximate inclusion of global flexibility during screening of large databases of putative ligands. Combinations of such approaches with modelling of side-chain flexibility on top of continuous soft mode backbone motion could be promising routes for future developments. Another promising effort is the design of carefully prepared conformational ensembles either based on experimental or modelled structures. Such methods could be valuable for rapid screening of large numbers of putative ligands followed by subsequent refinement steps.

As discussed above, there is also a close relation between the accuracy of scoring a ligand receptor complex and the inclusion of conformational changes during docking. A soft scoring function that tolerates inaccurate placement of a ligand in a binding pocket or allows a large degree of overlap between ligand and receptor atoms can only be of limited specificity. Future efforts to improve scoring of ligand receptor complexes may also include entropic contributions due to changes of receptor and ligand flexibility during the binding process [70,71].
Chapter 4

Efficient Inclusion of Receptor Flexibility in grid-based Docking using ENM-derived Deformations

4.1 Introduction

Proteins and other bio-molecules are flexible and can undergo significant conformational changes upon complex formation with binding partners. As previously shown, such structural alterations can range from very small motions like single side chain fluctuations [16] to large global movement of loops or whole protein domains [57–59]. Pharmacologically relevant examples of such flexible targets include dihydrofolate reductase [157,158], thymidylate synthase [159], HIV-1 protease [160,161], reverse transcriptase [162], and the large group of protein kinases [163]. The importance of receptor flexibility for drug design has been extensively reviewed [69,86,164–167] and it has been shown that already small conformational changes of the receptor backbone in the range of 1Å can significantly affect receptor-ligand interactions [17]. The flexible modelling of ligands has made considerable progress during the last decade and has been included by now in the majority of structure-based drug design and docking programs [81].

Efficient and appropriate inclusion of global receptor flexibility, however, is still an unsolved problem, especially in the case of significant changes of the protein backbone structure upon ligand binding. During virtual screening of large drug-like compound libraries, the target protein structure is typically kept rigid or flexibility is allowed only for a few selected amino acid side chains. Several approaches that consider side chain flexibility have been proposed [108,112,168] and many available docking
programs include options to vary side chain dihedral angles during conformational search. Ultimately, it is desirable to account not only for local side chain changes but also for more global backbone conformational changes during the docking simulations. Several methods have been developed to tackle this problem as introduced before in Chapter 6.

In principle, it is also possible to perform ligand-receptor docking searches allowing for conformational changes in both the receptor and ligand structure in all Cartesian or bond rotation degrees of freedom. To this end, one can employ energy minimization (EM), Monte Carlo (MC), or Molecular Dynamics (MD) techniques. Different methods that combine such simulation techniques with docking have already been proposed (see reviews [93, 97]). The major drawback of these methods is the immense computational demand, induced by the many degrees of freedom of both solute and solvent during the simulations. To account for larger conformational changes near the binding site, it is also possible to represent the receptor by an ensemble of rigid structures and to use each ensemble structure separately for sequential docking [129, 130, 141]. The structures enclosed in such ensembles can be derived either computationally (e.g. by MC/MD simulations or using appropriate structural modelling methods) or from different experimental structures of a given target. In addition to the structure acquisition, separate docking of many structures increases the computational effort with the number of input structures, making high-throughput studies hardly feasible. In order to avoid this, more sophisticated methods have been suggested recently [137]. These include, for example, approaches that apply an ensemble average, select a consensus receptor out of the ensemble, or employ normal mode calculations for ensemble generation [37, 83, 134, 135, 138, 140, 142]. Others employ homology model ensembles instead of experimental structures [139].

In the case of global conformational changes, it is often possible to describe the conformational change by one or a few collective degrees of freedom of the whole receptor structure. Such collective degrees can be obtained from normal mode analysis (NMA) or from principal component analysis (PCA) of MD trajectories and have shown to produce a significant overlap with observed conformational changes in proteins [38]. Also, by the use of Elastic Network Model (ENM) calculations, it is possible to identify rigid or flexible units and to define hinge regions in proteins [149]. The inclusion of deformations along collective modes during docking has been used in docking studies and also for generating ensembles of structures [86, 128, 142, 145].
To accelerate docking searches, many of the popular docking methods map the energy function on to a regular 3D-grid around the ligand binding site. Interaction with ligand atoms can then be calculated very rapidly by interpolation from the nearest grid points. A drawback of this method is that a potential grid usually represents only one rigid receptor structure. Approaches to combine several receptor structures and represent it by one average or consensus grid have been developed [134]. However, in most cases, ensembles of structures are represented by one grid per conformer. It is then possible to either switch between grids or to perform individual docking simulations for each representative receptor structure. In addition, methods that deform the potential grid towards a given bound protein structure have been proposed [155], but these methods implicitly require the availability of a bound structure as direction for the grid deformation.

To allow for continuous deformation along selected degrees of freedom and still profit from the computational benefits of representing the receptor by a potential grid, I have developed a method that interpolates between different receptor grid representations during the docking search. The method, named ReFlexIn, was implemented in the popular protein-ligand docking software AutoDock. An application to the unbound (apo) structure of Protein Kinase A and the Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 demonstrates that for several test cases, significant improvement of docking performance compared to rigid receptor docking was achieved at very moderate additional computational cost.

Table 4.1 lists the PDB IDs of the used receptor-ligand complexes and the deviation of the bound kinases structures versus the respective unbound form.

### 4.2 Modified LGA Implementation for flexible Receptor Docking

The AutoDock docking program employs a grid representation for all interaction potentials with ligand atoms. Prior to the actual docking procedure, the auxiliary program AutoGrid pre-computes regular 3D potential grids with a user-defined spacing and position at the ligand binding site of the receptor. It assigns the calculated interaction energies for each ligand atom type to each grid point as well as the desolvation and electrostatic potential energy. Interactions between a receptor and a ligand atom can then be calculated from the eight nearest grid points by using a tri-linear interpolation and a lookup function scheme. With no need for many pairwise atomic evaluations, this lookup table based method is highly efficient. At the same time, however, the usage of regular 3D-grids drastically impairs any use of receptor flexibility.
Table 4.1: Ligand test sets of PKA and CDK2 binders used in this chapter including the binding site C-alpha RMSD apo versus bound structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PKA binders</th>
<th>CDK2 binders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDB ID</td>
<td>ligand name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BX6</td>
<td>BA1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FMO</td>
<td>ADN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1JBP</td>
<td>ADP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1STC</td>
<td>STU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1YDT</td>
<td>IQB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ERZ</td>
<td>HFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DND</td>
<td>LL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2DNE</td>
<td>LL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3MVJ</td>
<td>XFE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All docking runs were performed using AutoDock’s Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) which employs variables (so-called genes) for translational, rotational, and torsion angle variation of the ligand [28]. In order to be able to consider several receptor structures and thereby introduce receptor flexibility to the docking, an additional conformational variable/gene – termed lambda – is integrated to the genetic algorithm of AutoDock.

Lambda can (in the present case employing seven structures in the ensemble) take values between 1.0 and 7.0. For the example of PKA, a lambda value of 1.0 represents the grid for the receptor deformation with the most opened binding site, 4.0 the undeformed apoPKA, and 7.0 being the last (most closed) of the seven PKA deformations (see also Figure 4.1). Maximal deformations were chosen such that complete closing of the ligand binding site (and a similar opening magnitude) was possible.

During the conformational search of the genetic algorithm, the lambda variable can be freely mutated (between 1.0 and 7.0, in this case), thus allowing for a variation of the receptor potential. To set this approach apart from already existing sequential docking methods (see Chapter 3) that dock ligands into a discrete set of receptor structures one after the other, or switch between discrete structures, an interpolation step is included. This allows the variation of the receptor potential to be not only discrete but continuous: non-integer values for lambda trigger a linear interpolation between the two nearest potential grids (see also Figure 4.2).
4.2. Modified LGA Implementation for flexible Receptor Docking

Figure 4.1: Top: Seven deformations of the apo PKA structure (shown in the middle, def4) illustrate the closing and opening of the binding site. Here, deformation 1 represents the most open, and deformation 7, a completely closed binding site.

A: Cartoon representation of the unbound PKA (blue, PDB ID: 1J3H), aligned with a ligand-bound PKA structure (red, PDB ID: 1STC, ligand: staurosporine, not shown). Deformations in the first soft normal mode ($\text{RMSD}_{\text{Protein}}$ between each deformation) $\sim 1\text{Å}$ of the unbound PKA are shown in transparent gray cartoon. The PKA binding site is highlighted by an orange circle.

B: Backbone RMSD ($\text{RMSD}_{\text{Protein}}$) between the normal mode deformations and bound PKA receptor structures. The exact $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Protein}}$ values are also given in the legend of Figure 4.6.
It should be emphasized that it is also possible to combine variations in the lambda variable with Monte Carlo based sampling, instead of using the LGA method. Benefiting from the usage of energy grid maps for interaction calculations, one is now also able to consider intermediate structures that might include only marginal changes but can possibly make the difference.

Figure 4.2: A: Schematic translation of geometrical changes of atoms (blue) into interaction energy differences (plot on the right). Shown is a potential interaction energy change that occurs when the energies are calculated at one certain grid point (red) for different deformations (grey).
B: Two possible ways of fitting energy curves to cover intermediate energies. When a second or third degree fit is applied (left), the intermediate energies between the red coloured values are poorly represented. A single linear interpolation between every deformation as shown on the right improves the coverage of intermediate state energies.
Normal mode calculation were performed as described previously in Chapter 2. Protein side chains were treated as rigid bodies that are allowed to move following their respective backbone pseudo atoms. This separation of backbone and side chain motion has the advantage that the AutoDock option of sampling rotameric states of selected side chains is still possible and can be combined with global backbone changes. In AutoDock, mobile receptor side chains are treated explicitly (similar to ligands) separate from the grid representation of the rest of the receptor (interactions between ligand and the flexible side chain are calculated explicitly from pairwise atom-atom distances) [30]. To combine this option with global motions of the rest of the receptor, one would move the side chain as one unit that performs the same motion as the backbone atom it is connected to. In such a way the side chain can undergo rotameric changes but still stays connected to the protein backbone (preserving the bond length and bond angles to the backbone).

In the present study, 7 receptor structures, deformed to various degrees along a soft normal mode direction, were used (see Figure 4.1). The amount of 7 deformations was found to be sufficient for a reasonable interpolation between intermediate structures in terms of conformational deviation between single neighboured structures. Tests with a smaller amount of e.g. 5 or 3 deformations resulted in too large gridpoint energy differences between deformations that made the interpolation fail. However, using more than 7 deformations did not significantly improve the results.

To evaluate the performance of our flexible receptor method, docking was performed using the X-ray structure of cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (PKA) and the cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2), both in the un-liganded apo form. For PKA, two side chain residues that are missing in the crystal structure near the ligand binding site (Lys72 and Glu127) were added using Swiss-PDBViewer version 4.01 [169] yielding low energy conformations reasonably close to the conformation in the bound form. The flexible receptor method was initially tested on the docking of three well-known PKA inhibitors of different size and flexibility: staurosporine, H89, and balanol. The ligand structures were extracted from their respective PKA-bound crystal structure (staurosporine: PDB ID 1STC [170], H89: PDB ID 1YDT [171], and balanol: PDB ID 1BX6 [172]). Docking, including ligand flexibility, was performed with variable numbers of fixed or variable dihedral torsion angles. For further testing, the size of the PKA ligand test set was increased and the docking on CDK2 was tested with a ligand test set of comparable size.
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Docking Parameter Details

Receptor and ligand structures were prepared using AutoDock Tools version 1.5.4 and for both rigid and flexible receptor docking, the AutoDock version 4.2.3 was used with the same settings for all docking runs. Energy grids were produced using 50x50x50 point grid of 0.375Å spacing centred at the kinase active site.

In docking runs treating the ligand rigidly, the conformation from the known native complex structure was used. For the genetic algorithm, the following settings were used (explanations as comments):

\[\text{ga\_pop\_size}=150 \quad \text{number of individuals in population}\]
\[\text{ga\_num\_evals}=2,500,000 \quad \text{number of evaluations until terminating GA}\]
\[\text{ga\_num\_generations}=27,000 \quad \text{maximum number of generations}\]
\[\text{ga\_elitism}=1 \quad \text{number of top individuals to survive to next generation}\]
\[\text{ga\_mutation\_rate}=0.02 \quad \text{rate of gene mutation}\]
\[\text{ga\_crossover\_rate}=0.8 \quad \text{rate of crossover}\]
\[\text{ga\_run}=100 \quad \text{number of separate dockings}\]

The variables for the genetic algorithm were kept at standard values, except \text{ga\_num\_evals} and \text{ga\_run}: 2.5 million evaluations was set to be the exit criteria of the genetic algorithm. Testing significantly lower and higher numbers for this variable showed that this is the best agreement between runtime and reproducibility of results.

For dockings of a rigid ligand to a rigid receptor, 10 separate runs were sufficient. However, as soon as the ligand contains flexible bonds, or the receptor is treated flexible using ReFlexIn, the increased search space reduces the clustering accuracy of the results. This typical behaviour is shown and discussed below but for the sake of consistency, 100 separate docking runs were carried out for each test.

Sources for Deformation Structures

The ReFlexIn approach is not restricted to a single source of deformations that are used for the interpolation structure ensemble. While the results shown in this chapter are retrieved by only using receptor deformations generated by an elastic network model, a number of different deformation sources that differ in complexity and the amount of knowledge on bound protein structures have been tested. These results are presented in the following chapter.
4.2. Modified LGA Implementation for flexible Receptor Docking

The only criterion that has to be fulfilled for the retrieval of deformation structures in the context of this thesis is "efficiency". Hence, methods as e.g. Molecular Dynamics Simulations for structure generation are disregarded due to the high computational effort that is necessary to capture relevant conformational changes by this method.

The different sources used within this thesis are listed below (more details can be found in the respective chapters).

- Normal Mode Analysis (this chapter)
  The normal mode approach uses the least amount of information (namely none) on bound structures of the target protein. Only the unbound receptor structure is employed for the NMA calculations and the created deformations of the first mode are taken as input for the flexible receptor docking.

- Different bound protein structures (Chapter 5)
  Here, a set of bound receptor structures is employed and used as deformations to interpolate between during docking. This approach uses the largest amount of information on bound protein structures.

- NMR Structures (Chapter 5)
  An NMR structure that is available for HIV-1 Protease was taken as basis for the flexible receptor input. The experimental structure (PDB ID 1BVE) contains 23 models of the HIV-1 Protease in complex with a ligand. The models with the least conformational differences were removed, leaving 15 deformations for the structure ensemble of the flexible receptor docking.

- Structure Morphing (Chapter 5)
  Here, the deformations for the flexible docking ensemble are received by simple structure morphing. Therefore, only one bound receptor structure is necessary and a linear morphing is generated between this bound and the respective unbound (apo) structure of the protein. Five intermediate structures are generated using the USCF Chimera program [173] employing the corkscrew method with linear interpolation rate. To remove possible atomic clashes, the intermediate structures have been energy minimized for 500 minimization steps in the same program.
4.3 Results for Protein Kinase A (PKA)

The enzyme PKA undergoes significant backbone conformational changes upon complex formation with substrates and inhibitors (see Figure 4.1). The softest calculated normal mode based on an ENM overlaps well with the conformational difference between apo (ligand-free) and holo (ligand-bound) forms. For example, the overall backbone RMSD of the PKA structure in complex with H89 (PDB ID 1YDT) and the apo form is \( \sim 1.9\text{Å} \). A best possible deformation of the apoPKA in the softest mode yields a structure with an RMSD of \( \sim 0.8\text{Å} \). A similar overlap between the softest normal mode and the observed conformational difference between apo and holo receptor form was found for staurosporine and the balanol bound to PKA (albeit not at the same receptor deformation, Figure 4.1 B). To include deformability in the softest normal mode during docking, potential grids not only for the apo structure but also for the normal mode deformations have been calculated. The deformation in the mode was performed in three steps in the two opposite directions (step length \( \sim 1.0\text{Å} \) RMSD between neighboring deformed structures) along the soft collective mode resulting in seven structures (including the undeformed apoPKA structure). During docking, an additional variable lambda was used to control quasicontinuous deformations along the deformation direction. This was achieved by linear interpolation between potential grids representing each deformed receptor structure. No knowledge of the ligand bound form of the receptor was included – the bound PKA structures were only used to evaluate the ligand placement predictions. In a first set of docking simulations, three different inhibitors (staurosporine, H89, and balanol, see Figure 4.3) were docked to apoPKA in the bound ligand conformation either using rigid apoPKA or including receptor deformability (variable lambda). The results of 100 independent docking runs were compared (each with \( 2.5 \times 10^6 \) GA evaluation steps).

Figure 4.3: Stick models of the ligands used throughout this study. Carbon atoms are colored green, oxygen red, nitrogen blue, hydrogen white, sulfur yellow, and bromine light pink.
Rigid Receptor Apo Docking vs. Flexible Receptor Docking

For all 100 runs and for all three ligands, docking to rigid apoPKA failed to identify ligand placements closer than 2.5 Å relative to the known binding placement and orientation (Table 4.2). In contrast, with the flexible receptor option enabled, significant improvement in ligand placement, relative to the known bound form was observed (Table 4.2, Figure 4.4 and 4.5). The deviation from the ligand placement (RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand}) in the known complex (after superposition of the receptor structures) dropped from 2.8 to 1.3 Å (for staurosporine), from 2.6 to 1.3 Å for H89, and from 6.6 to 1.7 Å for balanol comparing docking to rigid versus flexible receptor, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>rigid apo docking</th>
<th>flexible receptor docking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>staurosporine</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>0.0 2.80 1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H89</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.0 2.19 2.23 2.77 2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balanol</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>0.0 4.85 4.06 4.35 3.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Best ligand RMSD (given in Å) results out of 100 separate dockings are compared for the ligand docking into only the rigid PKA (left) versus the docking using the ReFlexIn approach (right). The allowed ligand flexibility is given by the number of freely rotatable torsions during docking (0–13 flex.).

To test the influence of including ligand flexibility, increasing numbers of dihedral torsion angles of the ligands were allowed to vary during docking. For the sets with few flexible dihedral angles only bonds near the termini of the ligands were chosen (resulting in modest possible Cartesian coordinate changes upon bond rotation). For increasing ligand flexibility, dihedral rotations around bonds within the core part of the ligands were also allowed to rotate. Due to the planar ring geometry of staurosporine, the maximum number of rotatable bonds is only 2, and in this case, docking with a flexible ligand gave very similar results to docking with a rigid staurosporine structure (Figure 4.5 A). Also in the case of the H89 and balanol, ligand docking results with 0–8 rotatable ligand bonds showed significant improvement when docking to a deformable receptor instead of only using the rigid apoPKA (Figures 4.5 B and 4.5 C). However, the distribution of docking predictions for the deformable apoPKA became less distinguishable from rigid docking with increasing number of mobile dihedral angles.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of rigid apoPKA docking versus flexible receptor docking results for the ligands staurosporine (A), H89 (B), and balanol (C). The apoPKA (PDB ID 1J3H) is shown in grey cartoon. Yellow sticks represent the native ligand placements based on the respective crystal structure of the complexes. Transparent purple sticks are the best ligand RMSD docking results obtained for rigid receptor docking to the apoPKA, the best docking results including receptor flexibility are shown in green. In the case of staurosporine, two torsion dihedrals were mobile, eight for H89, and balanol was kept rigid.

For low and intermediate ligand flexibility of balanol (0–6 flexible torsions), the approach yields still better results in terms of best RMSD$_{Ligand}$ with respect to the native ligand placement than docking to rigid apoPKA (Table 4.2). However, when mobility of all dihedral torsion angles of balanol is allowed, neither docking to a rigid nor to a deformable PKA receptor was successful. It is of interest to note that even in the case of using rigid apoPKA, most of the 100 balanol docking trials for each case gave a different ligand placement and conformation (after quite extensive sampling of $2.5 \times 10^6$ genetic algorithm evaluations).

Holo Docking

To check if this result is due to a sampling problem of relevant ligand placements, the same set of docking searches was used for ligand docking to the holo (bound form) of the PKA receptor (extracted from the corresponding co-crystal structure). Similar to rigid docking to the apo structure, for low and intermediate ligand flexibility (0–6 flexible torsions), single (or few) clusters of ligand placements close to the native geometry were found as best scoring results (see Fig A.1 in the Appendix). The energy scoring of these solutions (for flexible ligands) was $\sim 2$–$3$ kcal/mol lower than docking to the rigid apo form. However, for large numbers of flexible dihedral angles, there are no well-defined clusters of solutions similar to docking to the apo structure (Figure A.1 in
the Appendix and Figure 4.5). Apparently, allowing high degrees of ligand flexibility results in a rapidly increasing variety of putative binding placements, and the scoring function is unable to distinguish between realistic and incorrect placements (for docking to both the apo form and the holo form of the receptor).

**AutoDock Binding Energies and Receptor Structure Deformation**

The results also indicate that for fully flexible ligands, the docking search is still undersampled and may also point toward deficiencies in realistic scoring of the generated conformers and placements. Figure 4.5 dissects the 100 docking results for their respective AutoDock binding energy, after which the program scores the ligand placements. In the staurosporine case (Figure 4.5A), the calculated binding score for the lowest RMSD<sub>Ligand</sub> placement was also significantly more favorable compared with docking to a rigid receptor.

**Figure 4.5:** Calculated AutoDock scoring energy for 100 separate docking results versus RMSD<sub>Ligand</sub>. Results are shown for the ligands staurosporine (A), H89 (B), and balanol (C), each with different numbers of mobile dihedral torsion angles. Docking results obtained in case of a rigid apoPKA are indicated by red diamonds; green triangles indicate results obtained with a deformable PKA receptor docking.
Figure 4.6: Deviation of finally obtained PKA structures normal mode deformations from the native receptor conformation versus obtained RMSTD_{Ligand} for 100 separate docking runs. The RMSTD_{Protein} value on the y-axis indicates the most favorable final deformation selected by the flexible docking algorithm (color codes for the RMSTD_{Protein} versus the different ligand-bound PKA structures, black (crosses): staurosporine bound (PDB ID 1STC), red (diamonds): H89 bound (1YDT), and green (boxes): balanol bound (1BX6)). Comparing with Figure 4.1, the most opened deformation (def7) is on the bottom, the most closed deformation on the top (def1). Results are shown for no (A) and moderate (B) ligand flexibility.

Especially low RMSTD_{Ligand} solutions (<2Å) yield much lower energies than the rigid apo docking (approaching more closely the score in the case of docking to the holo receptor form, Figure A.1 in the Appendix). Qualitatively similar observations were made but to a lesser extent for H89 and balanol docking (Figure 4.5). When comparing the docking scoring results, one needs to keep in mind that in case of a flexible ligand, a torsional free energy of the ligand of ~0.3 kcal/mol per flexible dihedral torsion is added to the AutoDock score (subtraction of this contribution would lower the score substantially in docking cases of ligands with flexible dihedral torsions, e.g. 3.9 kcal/mol for the fully flexible balanol).

Inspection of the obtained final lambda values for each docking run (flexible receptor) indicates a strong correlation of the near-native ligand placement and predicted receptor deformation (Figure 4.6). All docking runs with a near-native placement of the ligands in the receptor binding pocket also resulted in a receptor deformation that resembled the bound structure of PKA more closely than the apoPKA structure.
4.3. Results for Protein Kinase A (PKA)

The majority of staurosporine and H89 docking results yielding a low RMSD_{Ligand} placement were also found in a receptor deformation that was closest to the crystal bound receptor structure. Balanol docking frequently resulted in unreasonable ligand RMSDs, due to the fact that the larger ligand found interactions in the wider opened deformations that were scored favorably by the AutoDock scoring function (see also Figure 4.5C). However, the low RMSD_{Ligand} results for balanol were also found in a receptor deformation very similar to the balanol-bound PKA.

Hence, not only the ligand placement was significantly improved but also the PKA receptor structure moved significantly closer toward the bound form without including any information on the bound structure. In none of the docking runs, could any ligand placement close to experiment be observed, that coupled with a receptor deformation in the incorrect direction (e.g. more open PKA). Figure 4.6A shows examples where H89 or balanol yielded unreasonable binding modes with RMSD values larger than 4 or even 8Å. This emphasizes that chances to identify a near-native ligand placement are indeed small without accounting for backbone conformational changes toward the bound case during docking to apoPKA. Although docking including receptor flexibility resulted in solutions in better agreement with the native complex geometry, these solutions did not always score better than solutions with larger deviations from the native structure (Figure 4.5).

However, in a realistic docking screening one typically retains not only the best scoring solutions but also clusters of solutions within a threshold of the score. For the docking searches including limited ligand flexibility, it is possible to identify few clusters of solutions including those in close agreement with the native structure (both in terms of ligand and receptor deviation). These solutions can then be rescoring using alternative and more sophisticated scoring functions than the score used in the initial screen and the inclusion of solutions that come close to the native structure increases the chance to identify such solutions as the most realistic placement in a rescoring step.
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Extended Ligand Test Set

The initial test set of 3 ligands was extended by 6 additional PKA ligands for which a receptor-bound crystal structure exists (PDB IDs of the receptor-ligand crystal structures from which the ligands have been extracted are given in Table 4.1 with the respective ligand names). This test set contains a variety of ligand sizes and geometrical shapes, for example, the planar ligand staurosporine (STU) or large ligands (IQB, BA1, ADP) as well as smaller ligands (XFE, HFS, LL1). Their chemical structure is shown below in Figure 4.7 (all chemical structures in this thesis have been drawn using the program 'Marvin Sketch' by ChemAxon [174]).

![Chemical structures of the PKA ligand test set.](image)

With the knowledge on the effect of result spreading of highly flexible ligands as discussed above, in these further tests, only moderate ligand flexibility was used. Depending on the size and total number of possible flexible torsions per ligand, only one or two torsions have been allowed flexible in each ligand. The results of 100 separate docking for each ligand are shown in Table 4.3 and distinguished by ligand flexibility for the rigid receptor docking into the unbound PKA form (apo docking) and the flexible receptor docking employing the set of normal mode deformations. When only the apo structure of PKA is taken into consideration for a rigid receptor docking of the ligands, the overall docking performance is poor and yields unreasonable ligand placements with large RMSD\text{Ligand} values. Only the ligands HFS (when treated
### 4.3. Results for Protein Kinase A (PKA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>flex.docking</th>
<th>apo docking</th>
<th>flex.docking</th>
<th>apo docking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en RMSD</td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en RMSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADN</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>7.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STU</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQB</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFS</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL2</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL1</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>6.59</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFE</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en RMSD</td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en RMSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>7.02</td>
<td>7.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.3:** Best RMSD, *i.e.* the lowest yielded RMSD$_{Ligand}$ out of 100 separate docking runs (given in Å), and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for different ligand and receptor flexibilities.

Rigid) and XFE (both rigid and flexible) yield already low RMSD solutions that cannot be further improved by the flexible receptor docking. By using the normal mode based ReFlexIn approach, the ligand placements are significantly improved towards the experimental placement in most cases: for both rigid and flexible docked ligands, the best RMSD$_{Ligand}$ values that can be obtained are significantly lower for seven out of eight ligand cases when the flexible receptor approach is used. Four out of eight ligands even yield a ligand RMSD that is lower than 2Å. The biggest improvement was found for the ligand LL1 where the apo docking RMSD of around 6Å could be reduced to 1.48 and 1.75Å (for rigid and flexible ligand). The ligands STU, IQB, and HFS (flexible ligand) already showed reasonable RMSD$_{Ligand}$ but could be improved even more by the flexible receptor docking. Table 4.3 also lists the ligand RMSD values of the best scored docking solutions (lowest energy RMSD). Here, the AutoDock scoring energy itself is insufficient to reliably distinguish between good and bad ligand placement. Only the ligands STU and IQB yield ligands best energy RMSDs that are close to the best ligand RMSD. This issue also becomes visible in Figure 4.8, where, for example ligand LL1 yields significantly improved RMSD values below 2Å that are, however, scored at the same level as poor ligand placements with an RMSD$_{Ligand}$ of $\approx 6Å$.  


Figure 4.8: Calculated Autodock Binding energies plotted against the yielded $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ for 100 separate docking runs of rigid receptor apo docking (red diamonds) versus flexible receptor docking (green triangles). Plots on the left show the results for the ligand being rigid, plots on the right with the ligand having moderate flexibility of 4 rotatable torsions.
4.4 Results for Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 (CDK2)

Another protein of the kinase class, the cyclin-dependent kinase 2 – or short CDK2 – was tested in the normal mode deformation based flexible receptor docking approach. This protein has already shown promising results for the representation of the conformational changes upon ligand binding by normal mode deformations [86,175].

In addition to the apo CDK2 structure (PDB ID 1HCL), eight known structures of different ligands bound to CDK2 were extracted from the PDB as listed in Table 4.1. One of the ligands inside this test set (STU) was also present in the test set for PKA as described above. The set contains ligands of different sizes and their chemical structures are shown in Figure 4.9. As in the previous PKA section, the maximal ligand flexibility was reduced to 1 or 2 flexible torsions per ligand to ensure for a reasonable clustering of results.
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Table 4.4: Best RMSD, i.e. the lowest yielded RMSD_{Ligand} out of 100 separate docking runs (given in Å), and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for different ligand and receptor flexibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Rigid dock</th>
<th>Flexible dock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STU</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>9.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMG</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INR</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I17</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBP</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U55</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS1</td>
<td>7.53</td>
<td>7.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4 shows the results of both the rigid receptor apo docking as well as the results for the flexible receptor docking approach.

Apo Docking vs. Flexible Receptor Docking

As in the PKA docking, the resulting best-RMSD ligand placements yielded by the rigid receptor apo docking are, in most cases, far from the native experimental structure. Only the docking of the ligand MBP yields very low RMSD_{Ligand} values below 1Å and the ligand 107 just below 3Å whereas the other rigid receptor dockings result in incorrect ligand placements. Those results show a considerable deviation from the experimental placement by more than 6Å.

With the flexible receptor docking enabled, the results show a substantial improvement. When the ligand is treated rigid, the outperformace of our docking approach stays moderate. Only the ligands CMG and I17 yield a significant improvement of docking results where the best apo docking results of around 8Å ligand RMSD are reduced to native-like placements with an RMSD of 1.56 and 0.77Å, respectively. In the case of I17, these best-RMSD values even yield the best energy scoring and are energetically favoured over the apo docking results by approximately 1.5 kcal/mol.
In the dockings where the CDK2 ligands are allowed to have moderate flexibility of 1-2 rotatable bonds, the best-RMSD values again improve. In six of the eight test cases, the flexible receptor approach is able to capture ligand placements that are significantly closer to the native ligand conformation, compared to the rigid apo docking. The improvement is in the range of 2-6Å (e.g. ligand 107 that yields a best RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ of 8.97Å in the apo docking versus 2.46Å using the flexible docking approach).

However, as shown also in the previous results for PKA, the correct docking solutions cannot be reliably distinguished from poor results by just looking at the AutoDock binding energy/score (see also Figure 4.10). The flexible ligand INR, for example, yields a low RMSD solution of approximately 2Å but this solution is in the same scoring regime ($\pm$ 0.5 kcal/mol) as solutions with an RMSD of around 7Å. Cases like the rigid ligand U55, with a whole cluster of solutions that yield the same RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ values, but result in a different scoring energy at the same time, is an indication for inconsistencies within AutoDock’s scoring function.
Figure 4.10: Calculated Autodock Binding energies plotted against the yielded RMSD_{Ligand} for 100 separate docking runs of rigid receptor apo docking (red diamonds) versus flexible receptor docking (green triangles). Plots on the left show the results for the ligand being rigid, plots on the right with the ligand having moderate flexibility of 4 rotatable torsions.
4.4. Results for Cyclin-Dependent Kinase 2 (CDK2)

Receptor Structure Deformation (Lambda)

Figure 4.11 shows two examples of ligands where the solutions with a low ligand RMSD favourably bound to the normal mode deformations with the lowest deviation towards the actual bound structure.

Figure 4.11: Lambda values for the CDK2 docking of the ligands 107 (A) and LS1 (B). Given on the y-axis is the protein C-alpha RMSD between the deformation and the actual bound receptor.

For the ligand 107, the second and third normal mode deformation of the unbound apo structure yield the protein structures that are closest to the real receptor form with an RMSD$_{Protein}$ of both 1.9Å (see Figure 4.11 A). This is only a very minor deviation as the protein RMSD between the bound structure and the apo form (deformation 4) is 1.95Å. Many results with a ligand RMSD around 2Å are found in the intermediate region between deformation 3 and 4, whereas the high ligand RMSD results have a larger lambda value, thus, being docked to receptor deformations with a larger deviation towards the true bound form. No poor RMSD solutions are found for small lambdas (better agreement of the deformation with the true bound form) and vice versa.

Similar observations can be made for the flexible LS1 ligand as shown in Figure 4.11 B. Here, deformation 5 and 6 are the closest towards the actual bound structure and several good ligand placements are found that docked into those structures or adjacent intermediate states. However, there are also docking results yielding large ligand RMSD of around 8Å that are docked to the 'correct' deformation. Here, there is not such a good differentiation as for the 107 ligand.
Minimization of Structure Deformations derived by Normal Mode Analysis

Typical for ENM-derived deformations are possible bond distortions that can occur on regions of high flexibility (e.g. exposed loop regions) resulting in slightly expanded atom-atom distances. These distortions are most frequently observed in the outer normal mode deformations, as in the present case for PKA and CDK2, yielded for the deformations with the most opened structures (deformations 6 and 7).

To rule out possible worsening of docking results triggered by these distortions, additional docking runs have been performed, where the normal mode derived deformations have been subjected to structure energy minimization, prior to energy grid calculations docking. To this end, the six deformations surrounding the apo structure have been minimized for 500 steps using the minimization routine of Chimera with standard options. Here, 500 steps of steepest descent minimization is followed by another 500 steps of the conjugate gradient minimization (step size 0.2Å).

Figure 4.12: Effect of minimizing the normal mode derived deformations prior to docking shown for two PKA ligands (top) and two CDK2 ligands (bottom). The ligand RMSDs of 100 docking results are shown for the rigid receptor apo docking (red), the flexible receptor docking of the raw normal mode deformations (green) and the flexible receptor docking with minimized deformation structures.
Tests with a flexible docking using the minimized deformation structures for PKA and CDK2 show that the minimization does not worsen the docking results but only few results can be significantly improved. Those cases are shown in Figure 4.12.

For the PKA ligand ADN (upper left plot in Figure 4.12), the poor ligand placement was already improved by approximately 3.5Å using the flexible receptor approach with the untouched normal mode deformations. When the deformations are minimized prior to docking, the docking results can be improved even further (below 2Å RMSD$_{Ligand}$). The docking of the PKA ligand ADP showed apo docking results that could not be improved by flexible receptor docking. All docking results yielded considerably worse values than the apo docking. However, when the normal mode deformations are minimized, three of the 100 dockings are able to yield ligand conformations that are slightly better than the apo docking results.

The flexible receptor docking of the untouched normal mode deformations for the CDK2 ligand 107 yielded several docking results with a favourable ligand RMSD. The great majority of values, however, can be found at the same level as the apo docking. Using the minimized structure ensemble, the opposite is the case: only several high RMSD solutions are found, whereas the majority of the 100 dockings yields ligand placements that are close to the native ligand conformation.

The last example shows CDK2 ligand LS1. Here, no reasonable ligand placement was found for either the rigid receptor docking, or for the flexible receptor docking. Only when the normal mode deformations are minimized, approximately one third of the results are significantly improved.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions

ReFlexIn, a new method to combine backbone receptor flexibility in terms of a global collective degree of freedom with the computationally efficient grid-based representation of the receptor potential has been designed and implemented in AutoDock. Results from several rigid receptor docking tests indicate that a simplified rigid consideration of the receptor protein in docking fails in most cases to lead to reasonable docking results. Applying the presented flexible receptor docking approach, however, can lead to a significant improvement of the ligand placement quality.

Figure 4.13 summarizes the results of all kinase dockings and illustrates this improvement well. In this Figure, the best achieved $\text{RMSD}_\text{Ligand}$ values for all eight ligands of each test set are shown and ordered by descending RMSD values for the flexible receptor docking.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 4.13:** Best achieved $\text{RMSD}_\text{Ligand}$ values of flexible receptor docking (black triangles) versus rigid receptor apo docking (grey diamonds). Shown are the results for docking of rigid and flexible ligand molecules (left and right column, respectively) into the kinases PKA (upper plots) and CDK2 (lower plots).
The improvement of docking results when using the flexible receptor approach is especially remarkable when considering the fact that no knowledge of the bound form of the receptor was used (the deformations of the receptor ensemble are solely created by ENM calculations of the unbound protein structure).

Observed improvements come at small additional computational costs (approximately 50% increase in CPU time compared with rigid docking). No improvement compared with docking to a rigid apoPKA structure was observed, if more than 4–6 ligand dihedral angles were allowed to vary during docking. Interestingly, a very similar result was found when docking to the holo form of the receptor. Only in the case of limited ligand flexibility (up to 4–6 flexible dihedral torsion angles), clusters of solutions with small deviation from the native complex structure could be identified.

For larger numbers of flexible dihedrals, a range of solutions with different deviations from the native placement and very similar scores were obtained (see Figure 4.5). It has also been pointed out to limit the ligand flexibility for successful ligand–receptor docking using AutoDock [30]. As discussed above, this might be in part due to the scoring function approximations. A more realistic evaluation of the ligand internal energy might be a route to further improve the docking method. Additionally, a pre-generation of appropriate ligand conformations (e.g. using conformational generators as e.g. FROG [176]) with reasonable internal energy and employing those few conformations at low ligand flexibility could be used which may reduce the amount of different (possibly unrealistic) ligand conformations generated during the docking search.

In the present work, the possible energetic changes for deforming the receptor structure along a soft normal mode were neglected. This is reasonable, because such global changes (opening/closing motions) of enzymes can often be observed in molecular dynamics simulations indicating that the associated energy changes are within the thermally accessible regime per degree of freedom of 1\(RT\) (0.59 kcal/mol) which is in small relation to the binding energy of a ligand. It should be emphasized that if an estimate of the receptor energy change upon deformation is available, it can be included at basically no cost during the docking search. The approximate inclusion of receptor flexibility through interpolation between grids is therefore well suited for systematic virtual screening efforts at basically the same computational cost as using a rigid receptor structure.
Compared with approaches that perform Monte-Carlo switches between discrete receptor structures [142], the continuous deformation of the receptor along preselected directions in this method allows for a smooth receptor potential variation which may in turn require fewer representative receptor structures. The very modest increase in computational demand compared with docking to a rigid receptor makes the approaches well suited for systematic virtual screening applications.

One should keep in mind that this approach was kept simple and used only the first mode that is derived by ENM calculations. Results could be further improved by taking into account additional modes that might also capture the conformational changes of a receptor better than only the first mode. Future work could include more modes (adding another additional gene to the algorithm) even though this would again increase the complexity by another level and hence, increase the runtime.

It should also be emphasized that the approach is not restricted to normal mode derived deformations. It is, for example, possible to represent the structures used for the interpolation between grids by different bound forms of a receptor, different model structures, or different experimental structures of a target receptor structure. This possibility was further considered and is presented and discussed in the following chapter.
Chapter 5

Different Deformation Sources for Flexible Receptor Docking

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter demonstrated that our flexible receptor docking approach in combination with elastic network model derived deformations has the potential to account for the conformational changes in receptor proteins and to improve the docking of various ligands. The methodology is not restricted to deformations along a normal mode direction of a protein. Some conformational changes in a protein upon ligand binding cannot be properly sampled by means of normal mode deformations. For these cases, the ReFlexIn method relies on different sorts of structure input.

In the present chapter the approach extended to an, in principle, arbitrary set of receptor conformations that can be ordered according to some measure of structural similarity between neighboring conformations. The “reaction coordinate” for deformations is then represented by a hypothetical path connecting all structures in the ensemble. The interpolation scheme allows for a smooth interpolation between the “end-points” of the ensemble along the pathway.

The method is applied to HIV-1 (Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1) protease, a member of the aspartyl protease class. Inhibiting drug molecules, that mimic a polypeptide chain, bind tightly to the protease active site and can block the protein’s function, thus preventing the HI-virus from maturation. Since the HIV-1 protease structure undergoes significant conformational changes upon ligand binding, it represents a challenging target for docking approaches. While the flexibility of protease inhibitors has
been included in different computational docking studies, the efficient and accurate consideration of the protease flexibility is still a challenging task. It is also possible to combine molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with molecular docking to predict ligand-receptor interactions treating both the ligand and the receptor conformation flexible. Such approach has been applied to the HIV-1 protease system [177]. However, since it is necessary to run one or several computationally demanding MD simulations for each putative ligand candidate, the approach is prohibitively expensive if one needs to screen hundreds or even thousands of putative drug candidates. Huang et al. introduced an ensemble docking method that allows simultaneous optimization of placement and receptor conformation out of a set of protein structures and found significant improvement compared to docking to single structures [138]. This method was successfully applied by the same authors to an ensemble of NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance)-derived structures of HIV-1 protease [178]. The application of ensembles of HIV-1 protease crystal structures and from MD simulations has also been shown to improve docking results [179].

In the present chapter, the ReFlexIn receptor-ligand docking approach was used for docking a series of putative ligands to HIV-1 protease into an ensemble of different bound conformations, as well as to a set of structural models obtained by morphing the protease apo structure towards one bound structure.
5.2 Bound Receptor Structure Ensemble

The conformational changes involving the flap regions within the binding site of HIV-1 Protease upon binding cannot be properly sampled by means of normal mode analysis. Hence, for this target protein, the same deformation interpolation scheme as in the previous examples (PKA, CDK2) was used, but instead of employing deformations derived by ENM, different bound forms of the HIV-1 Protease were used as intermediate steps for the flexible docking. The seven bound forms are derived from the crystal structures with the PDB codes 1AJV, 1DMP, 1G2K, 1HVH, 1HWR, 2UPJ, and 7UPJ, all comprising HIV-1 Protease with different bound ligand molecules. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the large conformational changes of the closing flap regions as well as the minor side chain differences between different bound forms.

![Figure 5.1](image)

**Figure 5.1:** Cartoon representation of unbound (red, PDB ID 3HVP) aligned to a bound receptor structure of HIV-1 Protease (blue, PDB ID 7UPJ). Upon ligand binding, the closure of the two flaps, narrowing the binding site is clearly visible. Picture detail: close-up view of the binding site. Apo HIV-1 Protease (red) aligned to 7 different bound forms of HIV-1 Protease shown in grey (ligands not shown). Four flexible side chains (yellow: Ile’50 residues and blue: Asp’25 of both monomers of the homo-dimeric protease structure) at the substrate and inhibitor binding site are represented as stick structures (coloured red in case of the apo structure).
## Table 5.1: The three different ligand test sets employed to test the flexible receptor docking approach. True and foreign binder ligand test sets with the PDB ID of the receptor ligand complex, the corresponding ligand identifier, and the $C_n$-binding site RMSD of the respective bound protein structure vs. the apo HIV-1 Protease (PDB ID 3HVP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>ligand name</th>
<th>RMSD$_{Protein}$ vs. apo</th>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>ligand name</th>
<th>RMSD$_{Protein}$ vs. apo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1AJV</td>
<td>NMB</td>
<td>1.68 Å</td>
<td>1AJX</td>
<td>AH1</td>
<td>1.79 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1DMP</td>
<td>DMQ</td>
<td>1.67 Å</td>
<td>1BV9</td>
<td>XV6</td>
<td>1.77 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1G2K</td>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>1.66 Å</td>
<td>1G35</td>
<td>AHF</td>
<td>1.78 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HVH</td>
<td>Q82</td>
<td>1.53 Å</td>
<td>10HR</td>
<td>1UN</td>
<td>1.16 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1HWR</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>1.62 Å</td>
<td>1PRO</td>
<td>A88</td>
<td>1.67 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2UPJ</td>
<td>U02</td>
<td>1.80 Å</td>
<td>1QBU</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>1.68 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7UPJ</td>
<td>INU</td>
<td>1.75 Å</td>
<td>1T7K</td>
<td>BH0</td>
<td>1.95 Å</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5.1, the test sets of different ligands and their respective bound protein structure are listed. Throughout this chapter, ligand molecules will be differentiated between groups of true, foreign, and non-binders.

**True binders** are ligands that are taken from the crystal receptor structures that are actually within the ensemble that is used for the flexible receptor docking.

**Foreign binders** are HIV-1 Protease binding ligands as well, but are taken from different HIV-1 Protease crystal structures whose bound protein form shows small conformational differences towards the receptors of the true binders.

**Non-binders** are molecules for which no affinity to bind to HIV-1 Protease is known. However, the non-binders have been chosen such that they contain the same atom types and are of approximately the same size as the true and foreign binders. The non-binder test set is explained in more detail in the respective section below. Firstly, only the true binders will be considered, foreign and non-binders at the respective later sections. Figure 5.2 shows the chemical structures of the seven true binder ligands.
5.2. Bound Receptor Structure Ensemble

Figure 5.2: Chemical structures of the HIV-1 Protease true binder test set.

Ordering of the Bound Structures

The interpolation routine that enables us to access also intermediate states between two structures has the requirement that the ‘deformations’ of the ensemble are ordered in a way such that similar structures are neighbours.

While elastic network models return deformations that are regularly arranged around the input structure, the seven picked bound forms of HIV-1 Proteases must be manually ordered. Here, the ordering is solved as follows: all-atom RMSD_{Protein} values have been calculated between each possible set of two bound structures inside the ensemble, where only the atoms in a radius of 13Å around the binding site have been accounted for.

All possible permutations to form a pathway going through the seven structures (this equals 7!=5040) are being examined for their total sum of RMSD differences and finally, the shortest path that includes the sequence with the smallest possible sum of RMSD has been determined. This order – called deformation 1 to deformation 7 – with given PDB codes of the receptor-ligand complex is given on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deformation</th>
<th>PDB Code</th>
<th>RMSD (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>def 1</td>
<td>1HVH</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 2</td>
<td>1DMP</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 3</td>
<td>1HWR</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 4</td>
<td>2UPJ</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 5</td>
<td>1AJV</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 6</td>
<td>1G2K</td>
<td>0.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def 7</td>
<td>7UPJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rigid Receptor Holo Docking

Serving as a first test to validate the results and the scoring function of the used docking program, the ligands of each protein-ligand complex have been removed from the receptor and separately re-docked to their respective native receptor crystal structure (holo docking).

All docking runs in this chapter have been executed using the same options as for the dockings presented in the previous chapter (see section 4.2). The underlined values in Table A.1 of the Appendix as well as Figure 5.3 show how many of 100 separate holo docking runs yield correct docking results. Here, the threshold value for a correct ligand position is an RMSD$_{Ligand}$ below 2Å towards the native ligand position in the crystal structure.

For six out of the seven considered receptor-ligand pairs, the holo docking is able to successfully reproduce the correct placement of the corresponding ligand in all of the 100 separate docking runs. Only the ligand of 1HVH, Q82 fails in holo docking. Inspecting the docking results further shows that this ligand is favourably placed in a position that is the exact upside-down projection of the native placement.

When the ligand is treated as flexible, the holo docking performance does not drop significantly. In 88-100% of the docking runs, the correct ligand position is found, even Q82 can be successfully re-docked to its native receptor structure in one case.

Rigid Receptor Cross Docking

In addition to docking the ligands to their original crystal protein receptor, a cross-docking has been performed where all ligands have been docked to all HIV-1 Protease structures within the receptor ensemble.

Due to the lack of a reference structure of those ligands in a 'foreign' bound form of the protease, the calculation of the ligand RMSD is done as follows: all receptor structures including their ligands have been aligned to one common protease form (apo HIV1-Protease, PDB ID 3HVP), taking into consideration only the 13Å area around the binding site for alignment. For calculation of the RMSD$_{Ligand}$ values, the ligand positions from the aligned structures have been taken as reference for the correct solution.

The results from Table A.1 and Figure 5.3 indicate that there are several ligands as for example NMB, DMQ, or NM1, that yield correct binding conformations in almost all foreign receptor structures. The Q82 ligands is docked in the same upside-down placement as mentioned before, however, it is placed correctly in several different receptor conformations (1AJV, 1G2K).
5.2. Bound Receptor Structure Ensemble

Rigid Receptor Apo Docking

Here, the 7 ligands of the true binder test set were docked to the apo (unbound) form of HIV-1 Protease (PDB ID 3HVP). The rows denoted ‘apo’ in Table A.1 list the number of docking runs that found a good ligand placement (RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} < 2 Å) and demonstrate that the apo docking returns very poor results. Only 16 of 100 docking runs for the NM1 inhibitor taken from the 1G2K HIV-1 Protease structure yielded an RMSD below 2Å. The rest of the docked ligands cannot be found at the correct binding site, and preferentially bind in other cavities of the apo form that is – compared to the bound HIV1-Protease structure – in a more opened conformation.

Flexible Receptor Docking

In the following, flexible receptor docking means that during the docking, the algorithm is able to switch and interpolate between the seven bound receptor structures of HIV-1 Protease that are ordered as described above. Table 5.2 shows the results of the flexible receptor docking and the rigid receptor apo docking. Listed are the best RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} values and the RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} at the lowest predicted AutoDock Binding energy (the best scored solution) of 100 separate docking runs for each ligand.
Figure 5.3: Docking results in terms of deviation of the docked ligand from the native placement for the rigid receptor cross docking, apo docking, and flexible receptor docking of the HIV-1 protease true binder test set. Bar height indicates the best RMSD solution found in 100 separate docking runs (values are cut at 4 Å). Narrow shaded bars are the dockings of the ligand denoted in the upper right corner of each plot into the rigid receptor structure as indicated in the bottom. Black filled bars stand for the holo docking, i.e. re-docking of ligands into their original bound protein structure. Wide shaded bars show the results of the rigid receptor apo docking, non-shaded bars for the flexible receptor docking. Numbers on top of bars indicate the number of dockings per 100 separate docking runs that yield ligand RMSD values below 2 Å.
5.2. Bound Receptor Structure Ensemble

Table 5.2: Best RMSD, i.e. the lowest yielded RMSD_{Ligand} out of 100 separate docking runs (given in Å), and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for different ligand and receptor flexibilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>flex.docking</th>
<th>apo docking</th>
<th>flex.docking</th>
<th>apo docking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en. RMSD</td>
<td>best RMSD</td>
<td>low.en. RMSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMB</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMQ</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>10.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q82</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>9.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INU</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>9.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While only one result of the rigid apo docking shows an RMSD_{Ligand} smaller than 2 Å, the ReFlexIn based docking performs significantly better with very low best-RMSD values, irrespective of the ligand flexibility.

In addition, the results with the lowest binding energies are equal or very close to the best-RMSD solutions. This becomes also visible in Figure 5.4, where the RMSD_{Ligand} is plotted against the AutoDock binding energy for each of the 100 separate docking runs. For example, the flexible receptor docking of the ligand NMB with four rotatable bonds yields three large RMSD clusters around 1, 6, and 9 Å. However, the low RMSD solutions exhibit considerably better binding energies, and can be clearly distinguished from the high-RMSD solutions by a 3-4 kcal/mol difference.

In all cases, the flexible receptor docking yields results with significantly better RMSD_{Ligand} values compared to the rigid receptor docking to the apo form. Additionally, the binding energy of the flexible receptor docking is considerably lower (approx. 5-8 kcal/mol) which makes the low-RMSD results clearly distinguishable. Allowing the ligand to be moderately flexible results in a larger number of different RMSD clusters, as already observed before. Comparing the results of the rigid ligands to the ligands having 4 flexible torsions, the flexible ligands results tend to adopt slightly higher binding energies. This is due to AutoDock’s treatment of internal ligand energy where to each result the value of approx. 0.3 kcal/mol per flexible torsion is added to the binding free energy estimate.
Figure 5.4: Calculated Autodock Binding energies plotted against the yielded $RMSD_{Ligand}$ for 100 separate docking runs of rigid receptor apo docking (red diamonds) versus flexible receptor docking (green triangles) using seven bound HIV-1 Protease structures for interpolation. Plots on the left show the results for the ligand being rigid, plots on the right with the ligand having moderate flexibility of 4 rotatable torsions.
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Receptor Structure Deformation (Lambda)

For each separate docking, the flexible receptor docking algorithm additionally returns the lambda value for the respective docking result. This value indicates into which bound structure – or intermediate between bound structures for non-integer values – the ligand was docked.

When using the bound structures as the input for the flexible docking, one interesting test is to check whether the ligands have been docked to the correct (the original bound structure from which they were extracted) or a near-correct receptor conformation. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of lambda values for the flexible receptor docking runs and specifies exactly how many of the 100 separate solutions have been assigned to a correct receptor structure. Considering only the shaded areas (i.e. the correct lambda values), in the great majority of cases one can find very low RMSD solutions with a correct or near-correct ligand placement. In these cases the ligand was docked into a receptor structure that is geometrically very similar to the original receptor structure, thus the algorithm is correctly selecting the structure out of the ensemble. The ligand from 1DMP achieves the best results for rigid and flexible ligand with 100 and 96% of correct lambda values, respectively. Again, ligand Q82 fails with low RMSD solutions in the correct lambda area and solutions with an $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ or around 2Å adopting lambda values between 5 and 6. This is in agreement with the results of the cross docking above (see Table A.1) where the docking of ligand Q82 into deformation 5 and 6 (1AJV and 1G2K) yielded the best results.

For the ligands NMB, DMQ, 216, and INU, the shaded areas are mostly occupied by solutions that exhibit very low RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ values. Only very few high-RMSD solutions have been assigned to a correct lambda value (one for DMQ flexible, four for NM1 flexible, two for INU flexible).
Figure 5.5: HIV-protease structure vs. RMSD_{Ligand} for flexible receptor docking applied to the true binder test set. Variation of the parameter lambda corresponds to a continuous deformation of the HIV protease receptor structure beginning at the bound form PDB ID 1AJV (lambda=1) and following the order 1DMP, 1G2K, 1HVH, 1HWR, 2UPJ and ending with 7UPJ (lambda=7) which represent a minimum RMSD pathway. RMSD_{Ligand} corresponds to the deviation of the 100 docked ligand coordinates from the native structure after best superposition of the receptor structure. Correlation between ligand placement and receptor structure are shown for both treating the ligand as rigid bound conformer of flexible (allowing bond rotation). The shaded areas are drawn to indicate the expected receptor deformation close to the conformation found in the crystal structure of the ligand in complex with HIV-1 protease. Numbers inside the shaded area give the percentage of correctly assigned lambda value for all 100 docking runs.
Flexible Receptor Docking with the correct Receptor not included

To address the question of whether an approach that includes the actual correct bound receptor structure of a ligand in the set of deformations contains too much information on the bound form, a flexible receptor docking is tested, where the respective correct bound form of the protein is not included in the ensemble of bound structures. In this case, the set of deformations (bound structures) contains only six protein structures per flexible docking run.

The results are shown in Table 5.3 and indicate that leaving out the correct receptor structure has only very moderate effect on the RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} values. Only the docking of the rigid ligand U02 fails to find any solutions with an RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} < 2.0Å. Still, for the rest of the dockings with the correct bound structure not in the ensemble, moderate to large amounts of low-RMSD solutions are found.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ligand rigid</th>
<th></th>
<th>ligand flexible</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bound-all</td>
<td>bound-csm</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>bound-all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMB</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMQ</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q82</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INU</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Percentages of docking results with an RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} < 2.0Å when comparing the flexible receptor dockings with all bound HIV1-Protases structures used (bound-all) and using all bound but the correct structures (bound-csm, csm stands for ‘correct structure missing’)
Flexible Receptor Docking of foreign HIV1-Protease Ligands

Seven known HIV1-Protease binders different from the ligands taken from the first set of bound structures have been chosen (see also Table 5.1). In the following, those ligands will be referred to as ‘foreign ligands’ or ‘foreign binders’ as they are known to be actual HIV1-Protease binders, but are taken from bound structures that exhibit small conformational differences compared the ‘true binder’ receptor structures.

The foreign binder test set are: ligand AH1 from PDB ID:1AJX, ligand XV6 from PDB ID:1BV9, ligand AHF from PDB ID:1G35, ligand 1UN from PDB ID:1OHR, ligand A88 from PDB ID:1PRO, ligand 846 from PDB ID:1QBU, and ligand BH0 from PDB ID:1T7K. The chemical structures of the ligands are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Chemical structures of the HIV-1 Protease foreign binder test set.

Figure 5.7 shows the comparison of docking results for rigid receptor cross docking versus the flexible receptor method.
Figure 5.7: Docking results in terms of deviation of the docked ligand from the native placement for the rigid receptor cross docking, apo docking, and flexible receptor docking of the HIV-1 protease foreign binder test set. Bar height indicates the best RMSD solution found in 100 separate docking runs (values are cut at 4Å). Narrow shaded bars are the dockings of the ligand denoted in the upper right corner of each plot into the rigid receptor structure as indicated in the bottom. Wide shaded bars show the results of the rigid receptor apo docking, non-shaded bars for the flexible receptor docking. Numbers on top of bars indicate the number of dockings per 100 separate docking runs that yield ligand RMSD values below 2Å.
Chapter 5. Flexible Docking using different Deformation Sources

With this cross docking being conducted on a rigid receptor, one does not have to distinguish between best RMSD and best energy RMSD because the energy differences of the 100 separate docking runs are very low, in the range of $\sim 0.1$ kcal/mol. (see also the constant energy levels for the rigid receptor apo docking results in Figure 5.4). The differences between best and worst energy for the flexible receptor docking are between 0.19 and 1.48 kcal/mol. Therefore the best energy RMSDs are also given in brackets after the best RMSD$_{Ligand}$ in the appendix Table A.2.

For rigidly treated ligands 846 and BH0 and flexibly treated ligands AH1 and BH0, the best energy RMSDs are considerably larger. However, for those cases, better RMSD solutions are found that are also scored very high. For example, at only 0.15 to 0.3 kcal/mol higher score, solutions are in the range of the best RMSD values.
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Binders versus Non-Binders

To test the potential of the ReFlexIn method to distinguish between binders and non-binders, a test set of eleven ligands that have no known binding affinity to HIV-1 Protease was established. Eight non-binder molecules are taken from a ligand set that Fanfrlik and colleagues employed for the evaluation of a rescoring scheme for the docking of several ligands (binders and nonbinders) to HIV-1 Protease [180]. Again, non-binder ligands were chosen such that included atom types are comparable to the true and foreign binders. The selected ligands are ARA, CEL, GAL, LSN, OLM, SAM, ZAF, and ZED as shown in Figure 5.8. Ligand molecules were built from scratch using the PRODRG server [181]. 500 energy minimization steps in Chimera were applied to each ligand for adequate relaxation and removal of unfavourable energies evoked from molecule building. Three additional non-binder molecules were chosen from the known PKA and CDK2 ligands as used in chapter 4 (ligands from PDB IDs 1FMO, 1FVV, and 1JSV).

Figure 5.8: Chemical structures of the HIV-1 Protease non-binder test set.
In this testing scenario, all ligands were docked flexible with 4 rotatable bonds per ligand. AutoDock accounts for internal ligand energy by adding approximately 0.3 kcal/mol for each rotatable bond, as discussed before. Hence, for a consistent binding energy comparison of different results, it is important to consider examples of identical ligand flexibility.

The best AutoDock binding energies from 100 separate flexible receptor docking runs of several flexible ligands (binders and non-binders) are shown in Figure 5.9. This figure should only show the trend, hence, the energies are not assigned to the respective ligand but are sorted from favourable to unfavourable energy values.

Figure 5.9: AutoDock Binding energies for the flexible receptor docking approach when docking true binders (diamonds), foreign HIV1-Protease binders (stars), and non-binders (triangles).

Figure 5.9 demonstrates that the flexible docking approach is able to distinguish between ligands that have a high potential to bind to the active site of HIV-1 Protease and non-binding molecules. The binding energies for the true and foreign binders that are effective HIV1-Protease binding ligands range between -17.8 and -10.9 kcal/mol. Non-binder molecules yield significantly worse energies up to -5 kcal/mol. Only one non-binder (ZAF) yields an energy value that is better scoring than the worst scoring binder molecule (-11.3 kcal/mol of ZAF vs. -10.9 kcal/mol of DMQ). These findings imply a significantly decreased predicted binding affinity for the non-binders.
The bottom plot of Figure 5.10 gives the best AutoDock binding energies in better detail for each of the flexible receptor docking of each ligand of the true, foreign, and non-binder test set. In addition to the flexible receptor docking results, the best binding energies of the ligand docking into the separate rigid deformations (bound structures) are given. The dotted line in each subplot of Figure 5.10 represents the lowest binding energy yielded by the non-binders and thus serves as a reference point to check for binding energy differentiation between protease binders and non-binders. Already with this strict criterion (the other non-binders show significantly higher binding energies), most true and foreign binders can be distinguished from the decoys, both in the rigid receptor dockings into deformation 1 to 7 as well as in the flexible receptor docking. Here, 13 out of 14 binders are clearly discriminated from the non-binders by at least 1.5 kcal/mol. Comparison of the performance of the flexible receptor docking over the rigid receptor docking is aided by the cross symbols in Figure 5.10. As they represent the best binding energies for the true and foreign binders for flexible receptor docking to the single deformation docking plots, it is observed that the flexible docking is generally able to pick the lowest (most favourable) binding energies.
Figure 5.10: Best scoring results for docking of true, foreign and non-binders upon docking to 7 different rigid receptor structures and using flexible receptor docking (using interpolation between the 7 receptor structures). The dotted line marks the best binding energy obtained for the non-binder molecules (corresponds to the limit for distinguishing binders from non-binders). The cross symbols indicate the results of flexible receptor docking and are included for comparison for each docking to a rigid protease receptor (upper seven rows). The circle symbols are present at the bottom of each bar, if the respective best energy docking solution also yields a $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ below 2Å.
5.3 NMR-derived Structures

For HIV-1-Protease in complex with the DMP323 inhibitor, a set of 28 NMR structures is available under the PDB accession code 1BVE [182] as shown in Figure 5.11. This solution structure might give an idea about apparent structural changes in the ligand-bound receptor structure and will be used as another source of deformations to be employed in our interpolation routine.

Figure 5.11: NMR structures of HIV1-Protease, PDB ID 1BVE. Subunits shown in orange and yellow cartoon, ligand in green stick model.

To this end, the 28 structures have been separated and stripped from their ligands. In contrast to the 7 bound HIV1-Protease structures as considered in the previous sections, the ordering of 28 structures is too complex to be solved by a permutation-based distance matrix (the factorial of 28 yields approx. $3 \times 10^{29}$ permutations).

Instead, the mean structure of all 28 receptor conformations has been calculated using the NMR-structure superimposition program suppose [183]. Subsequently, all-atom RMSDs have been calculated between this mean structure and all 28 NMR configurations. Here, the same criterion has been used as previously, i.e. considering only atoms that are in 13Å range of the inhibitor binding site.
Table 5.4: Best RMSD, i.e. the lowest yielded $RMD_{ligand}$ out of 100 separate docking runs (given in Å), and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for different ligand and receptor flexibilities.

Several structures that showed only very small binding site RMSD differences towards the mean structure in the range of 0.01 – 0.05Å have been removed from the set, leaving a final number of 15 ”deformations” that are ordered according to the distance to the mean structure and are employed as deformations for the ensemble of the following flexible receptor docking.

The results comparing the flexible receptor to the rigid receptor docking performance are shown in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.12. Except in the case of rigid ligand NM1, the flexible receptor docking based on NMR structures is able to outperform the rigid docking using only the apo form protease. The majority of best RMSD solutions for the flexible receptor docking are well below the best RMSD values yielded for the rigid receptor docking, comparable to the previously presented approaches. Good results are found for the ligand DMQ which bears resemblance to the original ligand DMP323 of the experimental NMR structure. Surprisingly, rigidly treated ligand Q82, which showed good results in the previous approaches only very rarely, yields near-native placements for all 100 separate docking runs. Those conformations, however, yield a score that is worse than the score of solutions with a larger RMSD (as e.g. seen for the cluster of Q82 with 4 flexible torsions). Figure 5.12 supports that, in contrast to the bound structure and morphing flexible docking approach, the scoring of the present results is not able to safely distinguish good $RMD_{ligand}$ results.
5.3. NMR-derived Structures

Figure 5.12: Calculated Autodock Binding energies plotted against the yielded RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ for 100 separate docking runs of rigid receptor apo docking (red diamonds) versus flexible receptor docking (green triangles) using the NMR structures from PDB ID 1BVE. Plots on the left show the results for the ligand being rigid, plots on the right with the ligand having moderate flexibility of 4 rotatable torsions.
5.4 Morphing between bound and unbound Structures

Another possible source of deformation structures can be the morphing between an unbound (apo) and a bound protein structure. Because only those two structures are necessary, such an approach might be especially fruitful if there is a lack of several resolved bound structures of a protein.

A morphing approach has been tested for the HIV1-Protease receptor. The input for the morphing are the PDB ID 3HJV (apo form) and a bound protease structure with the PDB ID 2UPJ. Five intermediate structures have been created using the linear corkscrew morphing approach of the UCSF Chimera program [173]. To remove possible atomic overlaps and resulting unphysical potential energies, a short minimization step for each of the generated intermediate steps was applied. The resulting structures are depicted in Figure 5.13. The computational effort to generate these intermediate structures is approximately two seconds on a single CPU and can thus be neglected. Generated intermediate steps are now being employed as the deformations in the flexible receptor docking. Here, the naming convention is deformation 1 for the most opened (the apo) state and deformation 7 for the bound protein structure.

**Figure 5.13:** Tube representation of the morphing intermediate structures (grey) between the apo HIV-1 protease (red, PDB ID 3HJV) and one bound structure (blue, PDB ID 2UPJ). The location of the inhibitor binding site is marked with a yellow circle.
### 5.4. Morphing between bound and unbound Structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ligand</th>
<th>best RMSD</th>
<th>low.en. RMSD</th>
<th>best RMSD</th>
<th>low.en. RMSD</th>
<th>best RMSD</th>
<th>low.en. RMSD</th>
<th>best RMSD</th>
<th>low.en. RMSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMB</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>7.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMQ</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q82</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>5.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>6.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>9.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INU</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.5:** Best RMSD, i.e. the lowest yielded $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ out of 100 separate docking runs (given in Å), and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for the morphing approach.

The RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ results for the flexible receptor docking are given in Table 5.5. This table gives the best RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ and the RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$ of the solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy.

With both no or moderate ligand flexibility, the flexible receptor docking proves to find RMSD values well below 2 Å for all ligands but Q82. When the ligand is treated rigid, for five of the seven ligands, the best binding energy RMSDs closely agree with the very low RMSD$_{\text{Ligand}}$. When the ligand is allowed to be moderately flexible (4 rotatable bonds), the flexible receptor docking results are comparably good, still staying well below 2 Å. The best energy RMSDs are slightly larger compared to the rigid ligand docking but still both are better than the apo docking results and smaller than 2 Å. Even though this morphing approach uses the information of only one bound structure of HIV-1 Protease unlike seven bound structures in the approach presented before, the docking results are comparably good. The flexible receptor docking clearly outperforms the rigid receptor apo docking and yields large clusters of low-RMSD solutions as shown in Figure 5.14. This Figure also depicts well that the lowest energy solutions from 100 separate docking runs of each ligand are almost exclusively (ligand Q82 fails) found in the low-RMSD range ($\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}} < 2$ Å). This approach could become helpful in cases where only one bound structure of the receptor is yet known; the missing intermediate structures can be very quickly computed.
Chapter 5. Flexible Docking using different Deformation Sources

Figure 5.14: Calculated Autodock Binding energies plotted against the yielded $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ for 100 separate docking runs of rigid receptor apo docking (red diamonds) versus flexible receptor docking (green triangles) using the morphing structures between the apo HIV-1 Protease and bound form PDB ID 2UPJ. Plots on the left show the results for the ligand being rigid, plots on the right with the ligand having moderate flexibility of 4 rotatable torsions.
5.4. Morphing between bound and unbound Structures

Receptor Structure Deformation (Lambda)

Also for this approach, the final lambda values of each docking result have been collected and are shown in Figure 5.15. In contrast to the previous seven bound structures approach, where the lambda value changed towards the number of the actual bound form, here, the lambda values are noticeably accumulated around values of 5 to 7. With deformation number 7 being an actual protease bound form (PDB ID 2UPJ), this implies that the flexible receptor docking tends to choose the deformations that are in close conformational resemblance to a real bound structure. As observed before, the results are better clustered when the ligand is docked rigidly. Here, the best RMSD results are found for high lambda values and larger RMSD results are nicely separated at slightly lower lambda values. This can be observed well e.g. for the ligands NM1, 216, and INU. A larger sampling space for ligands with 4 rotatable bonds leads to a larger spreading of results, however, results with a low RMSD$_{Ligand}$ are still found at high lambda values (see ligands INU, U02, and 216).

Effect of bound Structure Choice for Morphing

The above results are based on the morphing from the apo structure towards the bound receptor structure of 2UPJ. With different bound structures available, the question rises as to what extent the choice of that target structure has an impact on the results. To this end, the flexible receptor docking is tested with input structures that are derived from the morphing towards four different bound structures. As shown in Table 5.1, the two bound forms with the largest deviation towards the apo structure are 7UPJ and 2UPJ. 1HWR and 1HVH are the structures with the least deviation from the apo structure. Testing of the respective two outer extremes seemed sufficient, as the intermediate morphing steps as well as the interpolation between those deformations adequately samples enough. The results are shown in Table A.3 in the Appendix.
Figure 5.15: HIV-protease structure vs. $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ for flexible receptor docking applied to the true binder test set. Variation of the parameter lambda corresponded to a continuous morphing of the HIV-1 protease receptor structure beginning at the apo form (PDB ID 3HJV, $\lambda=1$) and ending with one bound form (PDB ID 2UPJ, $\lambda=7$). $\text{RMSD}_{\text{Ligand}}$ corresponds to the deviation of ligand coordinates from the native structure after best superposition of the receptor structure. Correlation between ligand placement and receptor structure are shown for both treating the ligand as rigid bound conformer or flexible (allowing bond rotation).
Binders versus Non-Binders

The set of non-binder molecules as described in the sections above has also been tested against flexible receptor docking employing morphing structures. In principle, only the ligand from 2UPJ (the target structure for the morphing from the apo protein), U02, should be denoted as a true binder and all other binders as foreign binders. However, the naming of the ligand test sets was kept to stay consistent with the naming in the section above.

Only two results for the non-binders are below -10 kcal/mol: The rigid receptor docking of the ligand ZAF into deformation 6 and 7 (-10.02 and -10.43 kcal/mol respectively). For the deformations that are closest to the real bound structures (deformations 6 and 7), the binding energies clearly distinguish the majority of true and foreign binders from the non-binder molecules.

Comparing the flexible docking of the true binders to the docking into the rigid deformation structures shows that the flexible receptor docking yields significantly better binding energies for the ligands DMQ, NM1, Q82, U02, and INU. This out-performance is also visible for the docking into deformation 6 and 7 which are the closest to actual bound structures. 6 of the 7 true binders yield better binding energies than the non-binder molecules and can thus be clearly separated from them.

The flexible receptor docking of the foreign binder molecules yields slightly worse binding energies when compared to the rigid receptor docking into deformation 6 and 7. Only two of the seven foreign binders are clearly distinguishable from the non-binders with an energy difference to the best non-binder energy of > 1 kcal/mol.
Figure 5.16: Best scoring results for docking of true, foreign and non-binders to apo (first row), 5 morphing intermediate receptor structures (row 2 to 6) and the bound receptor structure PDB ID 2UPJ and using flexible receptor docking (using interpolation between the 7 different receptor structures). The dotted line marks the best binding energy obtained for the non-binder molecules. The cross symbols indicate the results of flexible receptor docking and are included for comparison for each docking to a rigid protease receptor.
5.5 Summary and Conclusions

Several possibilities of structure input for the presented new flexible docking approach have been tested on the pharmaceutically relevant target HIV-1 Protease. For the great majority of docking various ligands into the unbound structure of HIV-1 Protease, incorrect ligand placements far from any native ligand binding modes are observed. In the most simple approach, a set of seven bound protease structures that exhibit small conformational differences at the active site is employed.

With the flexible receptor docking being able to continuously switch between bound protease structures, ligand placements can be significantly improved. Best-RMSD solutions as well as the solutions with the best scoring are found in a near-native position. Those docking solutions, which resulted in a good placement of the ligand, also selected a receptor “deformation” close (but often not exactly) to the native bound structure corresponding to the particular ligand. In such cases, the ligand was docked into a receptor structure that is geometrically very similar to the true receptor structure, thus the algorithm is correctly selecting the structure out of the ensemble.

Tests, where the original bound structure that belongs to a ligand is left out of the flexible receptor ensemble, suggest that the presence of the original bound structure in the ensemble has only a minor effect on the quality of the docking results. It should be noted here, that the flexible docking with a set of bound structures was also tested on Protein Kinase A that was originally used to test the normal mode deformations based approach. The results of these tests (not shown here) are comparably good.

Another set of HIV-1 Protease ligands that were crystallized in bound structures different from the flexible docking ensemble structures (termed ’foreign binders’) is used both for rigid receptor cross docking and flexible receptor docking. Even though the flexible receptor docking relies on different bound receptor structures, it is able to reach very good ligand placements and outperforms most of the rigid receptor cross dockings. Ligand molecules that have no demonstrated binding affinity to HIV-1 Protease (non-binders) are used to check for ReFlexIn’s capability to distinguish between true and non binding ligands. Our findings show that the flexible receptor docking results for non-binders are scored significantly lower compared to true binder energies. This allows in principle for the simultaneous identification of ligands that may bind to putative intermediate structures in between the ensemble structures.
In an NMR-structure based approach, the ensemble used for flexible docking consists only of receptor structures that were solved by a single ligand NMR experiment. This approach is able to yield ligand placements with an RMSD ≤ 2Å, however, the low-RMSD results cannot be clearly distinguished from the poor-RMSD results by means of AutoDock binding energy.

With only using the knowledge of a single bound receptor structure and the unbound structure of the protein, the morphing approach as presented above shows comparably good results. Best-RMSD as well as best energy solutions of the flexible receptor docking (using the intermediate structures from the morphing between the unbound protease structure and a bound protease form) are in very good agreement with the native ligand placements from experiments. The algorithm favours docking the ligands into intermediate structures that are closer to the actual bound form, hence giving an orientation towards a correct bound structure. It is shown that the choice of the bound form for the morphing has only a minor effect and still results in improved ligand dockings with enabled receptor flexibility. The morphing approach shows the capability of binder/non-binder differentiation for approximately half of the tested binder molecules.
Chapter 6

*In silico* Prediction of Binding Sites on Proteins

The previous chapters dealt with the docking problem where the actual binding site of a ligand is already known. Hence, the actual docking calculations can be restricted to the approximate area around this known active site. The situation is different when earlier in the course of a drug design project – one deals with a protein receptor for which the active site is not identified yet. This might be the case if, for example, the protein-ligand complex cannot be solved due to technical obstacles and only the unbound form of a protein is available.

To fill this gap, a wide range of computational tools has been developed that try to predict active sites (or "hot spots") on proteins while tackling the problem of accuracy versus efficiency. Several most commonly used approaches are introduced here and are evaluated for the binding site prediction capacity on a test set of proteins with various extent of conformational changes upon complex formation.

### 6.1 Introduction

Biomolecules and many other organic ligands can bind to proteins with high affinity at specific sites on the protein surface. The question of what distinguishes such recognition sites from other surface regions of proteins has been the subject of intense experimental and theoretical research [184, 185]. In recent years, the possibility to predict putative binding regions on the surface of protein molecules has become increasingly important. Together with the rapidly growing structural knowledge of proteins of biological and medical importance, such prediction methods become more applicable and can be helpful for rational drug design and to elucidate the function of a protein molecule.
Both these applications, function prediction as well as rational drug design, require a reliable method for identifying and characterizing the ligand-binding sites of a protein.

Knowing the location of the functional sites (e.g. substrate or ligand-binding sites of enzymes or receptor proteins) on the protein surfaces prior to experiment, makes it possible to design inhibitors or antagonists and to introduce targeted mutations aimed at improving the protein function. It is also possible to apply these methods to assist in modeling the three-dimensional (3D)-structure of protein-ligand complexes [86, 186, 187].

The availability of 3D structures of many proteins in complex with proteins or other types of ligands (lipids, nucleic acids or drug-like molecules) allows the systematic comparison of protein surfaces involved in interactions [185, 188–201]. Comparative studies of the amino acid distribution and physicochemical features of protein-protein interfaces [188–195] and proteins in complex with small organic drug-like ligands [196–201] made it possible to characterize recognition sites. Furthermore, often interface residues around binding sites are evolutionary more conserved than other surface regions. A variety of computational methods have been developed that try to integrate this information for predicting putative binding sites in proteins.

The realistic prediction of putative ligand or protein binding sites has not only important implications for rational drug design but could also have an impact on a better understanding of protein-protein interaction networks. The possibility to identify and to characterize putative protein binding sites on proteins can help to elucidate the number and kind of protein interaction partners. In silico methods to predict protein-protein interaction sites can also be used to predict the propensity of proteins to aggregate [202, 203] or to bind non-specifically to many different partners [204]. Recent approaches to predict not only binding sites on proteins but also which partner protein may bind could potentially be useful to predict protein interaction networks [205].

First, this chapter gives an overview of the geometric and physicochemical properties of protein binding sites for small drug-like ligands (in the following: protein-ligand complexes) based on the analysis of known 3D structures. Recent approaches for predicting putative protein-protein interfaces and binding sites for drug-like ligands will be discussed in the second part, followed by an analysis of the robustness of ligand binding site prediction, with respect to conformational changes or inaccuracies in the protein structure. Finally, challenging future issues will be discussed.
6.2 Comparison of Protein-Protein and Protein-Ligand Interaction Regions

Complexes of proteins are non-covalent protein assemblies that fold separately and associate under certain physiological conditions. Examples of protein-protein complexes are antigen-antibody, enzyme-inhibitor, and many signal transduction and cell cycle protein complexes [206]. The majority of known protein-protein complex structures have been determined by X-ray crystallography which requires stable complex structures that can form well ordered crystals. Based on known complex structures, the geometric and physicochemical properties of protein-protein interfaces have been characterized in detail [185, 188–194, 206]. In the following, an overview of the main results will be given. It is important to indicate that the analysis of interface properties of protein-protein binding sites is restricted to sufficiently stable protein-protein complexes (that can form well ordered crystals). Rules derived for these complexes may differ from interfaces formed during transient interactions with a short lifetime. Most protein-protein complexes bury a surface area in the range of 1200-2000Å² which is much larger than the buried surface area upon binding small drug-like molecules of a few hundred Å² depending on the size of the ligand [196]. The comparison of known protein-protein complex structures indicates that protein-protein interfaces are in many cases overall flat in shape with the exception of several enzyme-inhibitor complexes [192–195] where the inhibitor site often forms a convex surface fitting to the concave shape of the enzyme active site. This contrasts to binding sites for enzyme substrates or other small organic ligands that are usually very non-planar allowing contacts to the ligand from many different sides of the binding pocket [196–202].

Protein interface regions clearly differ on average from the rest of the protein surface in terms of physicochemical properties and geometric characteristics [191–195]. However, the interactions between proteins are very diverse. It is therefore not possible to distinguish a binding site from the rest of the protein surface based on a single surface attribute [195]. Interface residues in protein-protein complexes can be divided into two distinct regions, the 'core' and the 'rim' region, based on the solvent accessibility in the complex [193, 194]. The 'core' region contains residues that have at least one fully buried interface atom (i.e. zero accessibility after complex formation) and usually contain mostly non-polar residues surrounded by the more polar 'rim' region, which contains residues that are at least partially solvent exposed even in the complex. The composition of amino acid residues at specific protein-protein interfaces differs from the rest of the protein surface. Interface regions are enriched in aliphatic (Leu, Val, Ile,
Met) and aromatic (His, Phe, Tyr, Trp) residues, and depleted in charged residues (Asp, Glu, Lys) with the exception of arginine [189–195]. The higher abundance of Arg at interfaces compared to Lys has been attributed to formation of cation-interactions [192] and the greater capacity of the guanidinium group in Arg to form hydrogen bonds (compared to Lys) [194,206]. The role of arginine-arginine pairing and its contribution to protein-protein interactions was recently investigated by Vondrácek and coworkers employing computational approaches [207].

One way to characterize the relative contributions of interface residues to the binding free energy, is to determine the change in affinity upon mutation of interface residues to alanine. Substitution of residues by alanine (alanine-scanning mutagenesis) corresponds (except for glycine) to the removal of side chain atoms from the interface and its effect on binding strength [208–212]. Interestingly, for most protein-protein complexes analysed by alanine scanning mutagenesis only a fraction of substitutions showed a substantial effect on binding affinity [208, 209]. This finding has led to the concept of ‘hot spots’ on protein surfaces that are responsible for most of the interaction between proteins [209,212] and methods for in silico alanine-scanning have been developed [125, 210, 213, 214]. Several methods to predict protein-protein interaction sites aim at identifying such ‘hot spots’ on protein surfaces (reviewed in [212]).

It is important however to keep in mind that the binding affinity between two proteins is determined by interacting pairs of residues or even higher order motifs and not only by individual amino acids on just one partner. Hence, a given contacting pair (e.g. of two polar or charged residues) at an interface may overall contribute little to binding, for example, because the desolvation of the two polar residues upon binding offsets the interaction energy between the residues. Nevertheless, substitution of one of the polar or charged residues by alanine may result in a significant drop of binding affinity (because alanine cannot form polar contacts), which may lead to the erroneous conclusion that the region is a hot spot. The substitution of a residue with zero contribution to binding energy can still result in a large drop of binding affinity if it creates an unfavorable contact with another residue.

Similar to protein-protein interaction sites, high affinity binding cavities for small drug-like ligands are often less polar (low desolvation penalty) or more hydrophobic compared to the rest of the protein surface [196–202]. However, due to the smaller size of organic drug-like molecules compared to proteins, the buried surface-area upon small molecule protein ligand interaction is generally smaller than in the case of protein-protein inter-
actions. In order to achieve strong interactions through a sufficiently large number of favorable protein-ligand contacts, high-affinity binding sites are usually strongly concave pockets or cavities on the surface of proteins or sometimes partially buried [196]. Algorithms for predicting protein-protein interfaces are, in many aspects, similar to methods for predicting binding regions for small drug-like molecules. However, there are also some important differences due to the distinct general architecture of these types of binding sites [200, 215].

6.3 Approaches to predict small Molecule Binding Sites

Similar surface properties and sequence conservation as used to predict protein-protein interfaces can also be used to identify putative interaction sites for small drug-like ligands. However, the predictive power of each property may differ from predictions of protein-protein interfaces due to the difference in architecture of high affinity binding sites for organic ligands compared to protein-protein interfaces (see previous paragraphs). Burgoyne and Jackson [215] compared the predictive power of different surface properties and found that it is in general easier to identify putative protein-ligand interfaces compared to protein-protein interfaces. Binding cleft detection and desolvation properties, as well as sequence conservation and to some degree electrostatic potential, have been identified as the strongest signals for predicting protein-ligand interfaces [215].

Since ligand binding sites involve in most cases the presence of a concave binding cleft on the protein surface (in contrast to the more flat protein-protein interfaces) the detection of binding pockets or protein cavities deserves special attention. Presumably, the better performance of binding site prediction for small drug-like ligands compared to protein binding site prediction is due to the importance of a concave binding site in the latter case. Apparently, such concave regions are less frequently found on protein surfaces than flat or slightly curved surfaces typical for protein-protein interfaces. Several algorithms based on different detection principles have been designed in recent years. Only the principles of the most common methods will be explained here, since pocket detection methods and explanations of algorithmic design have been reviewed in detail in [216]. In the following, the basic algorithmic ideas of pocket detection of the most common available methods are summarized. An full-size overview on available (mostly web-accessible) ligand binding site prediction methods including the respective web-links is given in [217], the methods that are employed in the algorithm evaluation section of this chapter are briefly summarized in Table 6.1.
Principles of Pocket Detection

Various algorithms to identify surface clefts in proteins have been reviewed and explained in detail by Laurie & Jackson [216]. One can distinguish between geometry-based and energy-based detection methods. The latter methods define favourable cleft regions based on energetic evaluations, the former based on sterical considerations. Many methods employ a regular 3D-grid and move probes along grid lines to define accessible and inaccessible or energetically favourable and unfavourable positions. Alternatively, probes placed on the solvent accessible surface of the protein can be used in combination with a variety of algorithms to define pocket regions. For example, the PASS program [218] filters out highly accessible surface probes and creates additional layers of surface probes on top of surface probes located in clefts. The procedure is repeated until all clefts are filled with probes. In addition, structural motifs typical for binding pockets have also been used to define binding sites [219]. The principles of the most common ligand binding site prediction methods are briefly explained in Table 6.1. For a more detailed explanation the reader is referred to the original literature and for a comparison of the pocket detection methods to the review by Laurie & Jackson [216].

In the following, six of the most common web-accessible programs are considered and subsequently used to compare the performance on several proteins in bound, unbound and in the form of modelled structures. The LigSite method is based on a regular 3D-grid placed around the protein [220]. A probe is moved along the x, y, and z directions and the cube diagonals of the grid. A grid point that is counted as part of a pocket is assigned if the grid line contains points before and after the point that overlapped with the protein. A web-accessible extension of the method (LIGSITEcsc) includes the degree of surface conservation and has been shown to improve the performance [224]. The Q-SiteFinder [223] is an energy-based binding site predictor that clusters grid points of favourable (van der Waals) interactions with the protein to define a putative binding site. The CASTp algorithm uses an entirely different principle to detect binding pockets [222]. In the CASTp method, a Delaunay triangulation of the protein is performed (meaning the entire protein shape is approximated by triangles). A pocket can be detected, based on the direction of norm vectors associated with triangles for a set of neighboring triangles. A web-accessible server for this method is available (see Table 6.1). The Mark-Us method is another binding site prediction tool based on the SCREEEN algorithm [225], which is based on a large set of physicochemical, structural, and geometric descriptors extracted from known complexes. Finally, the web-accessible Fuzzy-Oil-Drop (FOD) method [226] identifies primarily hydrophobic patches on protein surfaces to assign putative binding regions.
### 6.3. Approaches to predict small Molecule Binding Sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIGSITE [220]</td>
<td>On a regular grid around the protein, lines are drawn from each grid point along the x/y/z-axis as well as the cubic diagonals. Segments of lines that are enclosed by protein from both sides are considered as cavities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConSurf [221]</td>
<td>Identifying functional sites on proteins by determining the conservation of sequence homologues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASTp [222]</td>
<td>Uses alpha shape theory and triangulation methods to predict pockets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-SiteFinder [223]</td>
<td>Energetically based method: clusters of protein surface regions that show favorable Van-der-Waals interactions with a methyl-group are collected and ranked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGSITEcsc [224]</td>
<td>In extension to the traditional LIGSITE method, the Connolly surface area is calculated and grid points are scanned for surface-solvent-surface events. Additionally, the top three predicted pockets are re-ranked according to sequence conservation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen/Mark-Us [225]</td>
<td>Cavities are geometrically determined via the difference between the molecular surface and the probe-specified molecular envelope and statistically analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy-Oil-Drop-Model [226]</td>
<td>Analyzes the protein for regions with high hydrophobic deficiency, i.e. the difference between observed and idealized hydrophobicity distribution declared by the ‘Fuzzy Oil Drop Model’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Short descriptions of the working mode for the protein-ligand binding site prediction methods tested here. For a full overview of available methods and further references, see [217].
6.4 Robustness of Ligand Binding Site Prediction with Respect to Protein conformational Changes

Proteins can undergo conformational changes upon ligand binding that may influence the steric accessibility of a binding cleft and can interfere with the ability of an algorithm to identify a potential binding site. For many proteins of biological and pharmaceutical importance, no 3D-structure is available but very frequently a structure of a protein with similar sequence can be used to generate a homology model of the target protein. Depending on the degree of target-template similarity such homology modeled structures frequently include structural inaccuracies that may interfere with the prediction of putative ligand binding sites. It is of importance to check the performance of prediction methods under realistic conditions where only the unbound structure or a model structure of the target protein is available. This corresponds to an often realistic scenario of a rational drug design project where for a given protein target of interest only a sequence but no 3D-structure is available.

In order to obtain an impression on the performance of several of the most recent web-accessible binding site prediction methods, the application to several protein structures in bound and unbound conformation or even generated homology modeled variants for some of the proteins are compared. The pairs of bound and unbound structures show varying degrees of structural similarity and are listed in Table 6.2. The proteins correspond to typical targets for rational drug design. Most ligand binding site prediction methods have been tested on bound and unbound protein structures described in the original publications but the test set and conditions may vary for each case. A direct comparison of available methods applied to the same targets can be useful to obtain a hint of the performance of each method and may indicate overall trends. It should be emphasized that it is not the purpose of the chapter to provide a comprehensive benchmark test or to provide a quantitative evaluation of the prediction results. The selected target structures do not represent unsolved problems of drug-design but well-known examples to give interested researchers an overview of the available methods and their performances by comparing the predictions with the known binding sites.
### 6.4. Robustness of Ligand Binding Site Prediction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PDB ID</th>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>RMSD(Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2ANO</td>
<td>E.coli dihydrofolate reductase</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>Inh. MS-SH08-17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5DFR</td>
<td>E.coli dihydrofolate reductase</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5DFR_2KGK</td>
<td>DHFR based on 2KGK structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5DFR_3IA5</td>
<td>DHFR based on 3IA5 structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3BNZ</td>
<td>Thymidylate synthase</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>8A inhibitor</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1NJB</td>
<td>Thymidylate synthase</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1EB2</td>
<td>Trypsin inhibitor complex</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>BPO</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BTY</td>
<td>Trypsin inhibitor complex</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BTY_1GVL</td>
<td>Trypsin based on 1GVL structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1BTY_1L2E</td>
<td>Trypsin based on 1L2E structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FKS</td>
<td>FK506 binding protein</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FKS_2VCD</td>
<td>1FKS based on 2VCD structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1FKS_2KE0</td>
<td>1FKS based on 2KE0 structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D6O</td>
<td>FK506 binding protein</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D7H</td>
<td>FK506 binding protein</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1APB</td>
<td>Arabinose binding protein</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>arabinose</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ANF</td>
<td>maltose-binding protein (MPB)</td>
<td>bound</td>
<td>maltose</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OMP</td>
<td>maltose-binding protein (MPB)</td>
<td>apo</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OMP_2FNC</td>
<td>MPB based on 2FNC structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OMP_2GHA</td>
<td>MPB based on 2GHA structure</td>
<td>homology</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R2D/1Y2D</td>
<td>BCL-X L bound vs. unbound</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M47/1PY2</td>
<td>IL-2 bound vs. unbound</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1T4E/1Z1M</td>
<td>MDM2 bound vs. unbound</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.2:** Protein structure test set. Homology models were generated using the Modeller program with default settings [227] based on a template structure (indicated as second PDB ID in the name given in the first column) with a sequence identity of 30% to 50%. The main chain RMSD is given relative to the respective bound structures.
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The ConSurf-method provides a map of the sequence conservation of residues extracted from a multiple alignment of proteins homologous to the target protein [221]. Although the predicted regions of high sequence conservation frequently overlapped with the binding sites for ligands on the target proteins (Figure 6.1), the conserved surface regions in the example cases extend often beyond the ligand binding site or include parts of the protein surface that are far off the binding site. Hence, the specificity of sequence conservation alone may in general not be sufficient to exactly locate the putative ligand binding site (compare ligand position and red colored protein surfaces in Figure 6.1). It should be emphasized that conserved regions not overlapping with the known ligand binding site can be of other functional importance (for example a binding site for another protein). In addition to ConSurf, the programs CASTp [222], Q-SiteFinder [223], LIGSITEcsc [224], Mark-Us [225] and Fuzzy-Oil-Drop FOD, [226] were applied on the test proteins (see above and Table 6.1). The web-accessible methods were employed using default parameters.

Figure 6.1: Result of ConSurf-Server application to six ligand binding protein structures (labeled with PDB ID). The sequence conservation of protein surface residues is color-coded with increasing conservation from blue to red. Bound ligands are indicated as stick models (green).
In the case of using bound structures and for the four protein cases illustrated in Figure 6.2, all tested methods performed very well in identifying the native binding pocket as the top ranking or one of the top ranking solutions. The most likely site predicted by LIGSITEcsc or Q-SiteFinder was close or overlapped with atoms of the ligand in all cases. Only in the case of Thymidylate synthase (ThySyn), Q-SiteFinder scored a position close to the binding site at rank 3. For the CASTp, Mark-Us, and FOD methods that encode likely binding sites as B-factors in the PDB-file, the predicted binding regions overlapped or completely included the known binding region in all cases. However, sometimes the predicted top ranked regions significantly extended beyond the known binding region lowering the specificity.

Despite the success of the tested approaches to predict binding regions that overlap with the known binding site, it is important to consider differences in the prediction results that depend on the topology of the binding region. The LIG-SITEcsc server located the binding region well in all cases. However, it uses a one-sphere prediction which in case of elongated ligands does not give information about a possible orientation of a bound ligand. The Q-SiteFinder returns a large set of spheres which gives a better representation of the complete binding site. In contrast to the sphere-based LIGSITEcsc prediction, the Fuzzy-Oil-Drop-Model assigns a hydrophobicity distribution to the protein surface. It achieves a high sensitivity (overlap with binding site) but the large size of the predicted surface patch may lower the specificity of the prediction and makes it more difficult to define the exact binding site. Examples 1FKS, 1D6O, and 2ANO in Figure 6.2 illustrate this problem where protein regions quite distant from the known ligand binding site are included in the prediction.
Interestingly, the overall performance was only slightly worse in the case of employing unbound structures as target proteins. This was even the case for DHFR and Thy_Syn for which the conformational difference between bound and unbound structures near the binding site is more significant compared to Trypsin or FKBP. For example, LIGSITEcsc predicted in every unbound structure a pocket that formed at least part of the binding site for the full ligand (Figure 6.2).

For the homology modeling, templates with a sequence identity between 30-50% with respect to the target protein (Table 6.2) are selected. This degree of sequence similarity is typically considered as yielding reliable models with an overall realistic structure [227]. Homology modeling was performed with the Modeller program ([227,228]). Two models were generated for four proteins based in each case on two different template proteins. No information on the known structure of the target proteins was included during the comparative modeling step. The RMSD (main chain) between modeled structures and the corresponding native structures was case depended (1-3Å, Table 6.2). Remarkably, for several of the homology modeled protein structures (e.g. one Trypsin model, one DHFR model, both FKBP models and both MBP (maltose-binding protein) models, the prediction methods performed qualitatively almost as well as for the native protein cases (shown for Q-Site-Finder and LIG-SITEcsc in Figure 6.3).

In case of the FKBP protein models, the RMSD with respect to the bound native conformation was > 2Å (Table 6.2) but still preserved a detectable pocket. Similar for MBP, the RMSD of the models exceeded 2Å but this concerned mostly the global arrangement of the two domains that encompass the binding site. The modeled MBP structures contained an even more open binding cleft (similar to the unbound conformation) that is detected by the prediction programs.

Figure 6.2 (facing page): Results of five ligand binding site prediction servers on four target proteins in bound and unbound conformations. The predicted binding regions are either shown as colored molecular surfaces (CASTp, SCREEN and FOD) with increasing probability from blue to red for a ligand binding site or as colored probes (Q-SiteFinder, LIGSITEcsc). Up to three predicted binding sites are shown (red highest score followed by grey and blue). The location of the binding site is encircled black at the most left column. Ligand molecules in the bound structures are shown as stick models (green).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>CASTp</th>
<th>Q-Site Finder</th>
<th>MarkUs</th>
<th>LIGSITEcsc</th>
<th>Fuzzy Oil-drop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trypsin unbound (1BTY)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trypsin bound (1EB2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP unbound (NMR) (1FKS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP unbound (X-ray) (1D6O)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FKBP bound (1D7H)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHFR unbound (5DFR)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHFR bound (2ANO)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thy-Syn unbound (1NJB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thy-Syn bound (3BNZ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interestingly, for one trypsin model and one DHFR model the prediction of a binding cleft was less precise (Figure 6.3) although the conformational difference of the models from the corresponding bound structure was $< 2\AA$. This indicates that overall deviation of a model from the native structure is not necessarily a good measure for the usefulness of a model to identify putative binding sites. The degree of change and the type of conformational change near the binding cleft is decisive. Even large changes near the binding cleft (in case of MBP) may result in a detectable pocket (for example a more open pocket) but even small changes that result in closure of the pocket can interfere with the ability to detect the pocket.
Finally, also the prediction methods on the three protein-protein inhibitor cases mentioned above that have been studied previously [229] are tested. In these cases, the deviation between proteins in unbound and inhibitor bound conformation exceeded the RMSD for the above discussed cases (Table 6.2). For the bound forms, Q-SiteFinder and LIGSITEcsc detected pockets that are at least part of the native pockets in all cases (Figure 6.4).

For the unbound BCL-X L, LIGSITEcsc was able to predict two pockets very close to the native binding pocket (rank 2 and 3) and one (rank 3) pocket close to the native inhibitor in the case of IL-2. Q-SiteFinder was successful in the case of IL-2 with a detected pocket close to the prediction in the bound form as top ranking prediction and one other predicted pocket close to a second binding regime of the inhibitor as also described by Fuller et al. [229]. None of the three top ranked predicted pockets overlapped with the native binding sites in the other two cases (using standard parameters). It was, however, possible to hit regions close to the native binding site if predicted binding sites of lower rank were included (not shown).
Fuller et al. [229] also indicated recognisable ligand binding pockets using Q-SiteFinder applied to the unbound state of BCL-XL considering, however, a larger number of predicted putative pocket sites. The three examples indicate the limits of current pocket detection if the RMSD (main chain) between bound and un-bound structures reaches 2.5Å or may even exceed 3Å (BCL-XL case, Table 6.2) and if binding pockets are largely closed in the unbound state. Here, methods that allow for conformational changes, like molecular dynamics simulations, could become useful to identify transient pockets [230] albeit at much larger computational costs compared to current prediction methods that require seconds or minutes to perform a prediction.
6.5 Summary and Conclusions

The availability of an increasing number of protein-protein and protein-ligand complexes has resulted in an improved understanding of the properties of binding sites. In recent years, this knowledge has been used to design many computational prediction tools to identify putative ligand and protein binding sites on proteins. There are significant differences in the architecture of protein-protein interfaces and high affinity sites for binding small drug-like ligands. The latter require, in the majority of cases, a strongly concave binding pocket to maximize the number of close contacts in order to achieve strong interaction. In the case of proteins, the much larger buried interface area allows a wider distribution of interactions and the exclusion of water from a larger interface area may also contribute to the enhanced interaction at hot spot residues located at the interface. It might be especially useful to focus the design of drugs to interfere with protein-protein interactions to those proteins with defined clefts at the protein-protein interface. Further developments in the area of binding site prediction could also aim at predicting not only where a ligand could potentially bind but also which type of ligand might be suitable for a given binding pocket.

It is expected that conformational differences between bound and unbound proteins affect the ability of prediction methods to locate potential protein or ligand binding sites. Our test on a limited set of proteins in unbound and bound conformations indicates that several of the available web-accessible methods tolerate a certain degree of conformational difference. Encouragingly, for deviations of proteins in bound versus unbound structure of up to 1.3Å of the backbone (~2Å for heavy atoms), most tested programs identified the native ligand binding site as top ranking or among the top ranking predicted pockets. Even for larger deviations or for some of the homology modeled structures with main chain RMSD up to ~2.5Å pocket close to the known site could be identified as a potential ligand binding position. It needs to be emphasized that the number of evaluated cases in the present chapter does not represent a comprehensive test set. However, it may form a starting point for more systematic and exhaustive studies including more methods and employing larger sets of proteins including homology modeled structures with varying degrees of structural accuracy. The results also indicate that if ligand binding involves structural changes for pocket opening beyond an RMSD of ~2Å new methods may be required that allow for conformational adjustment during the pocket detection phase.
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Summary and Outlook

In this thesis, I presented a novel approach, named ReFlexIn, that allows to efficiently include receptor flexibility in grid-based protein-ligand docking. The popular docking program AutoDock is expanded with a function that allows for a better representation of protein flexibility compared to the classic docking where only one single rigid receptor structure is considered. Instead, a set of conformationally different receptor structures can be employed in a flexible receptor docking that is able to continuously switch between the different deformations. In contrast to most existing ensemble docking methods, the single structures are not used for sequential docking but during the same docking run. An interpolation scheme allows for a smooth, continuous deformation of the receptor structure along a series of snapshots, thus also rendering the approach capable of accounting for intermediates between neighboured structures.

The structural input for the presented method can be derived from different sources. For pharmaceutically relevant targets of the protein kinase family, an efficient generation of normal mode deformations proves to be able to reproduce target structures with better resemblance to the native bound protein structures, only employing existing unbound structures of the targets as input. Using the generated deformations as the structure ensemble with ReFlexIn, docking results can be significantly improved for the great majority of the tested ligands compared to the rigid receptor docking. For this approach, no knowledge of bound structures is necessary, as only an apo form of the protein target is needed. In addition, the computational demand of the ENM calculations can be neglected and the flexible receptor docking comes at a very moderate increase of runtime compared to a single rigid receptor docking run.
The ReFlexIn docking approach was also evaluated in various tests on HIV1-Protease which is a well-studied inhibitor candidate for HIV-related research. For this target, several other possibilities of representing the flexible receptor are presented and tested. In one approach, receptor flexibility is represented by employing several bound protease structures. This flexible receptor docking yields significantly better results compared to docking into the rigid apo form alone and, in addition, performs at least equally well and in some cases slightly better than the best result of a rigid receptor cross docking into each of the bound structures separately. Since this best performing bound structure is not known in advance, it is beneficial for the result quality as well as the efficiency to use our approach instead of running separate dockings to each individual receptor structure.

Another approach models receptor flexibility by employing putative intermediate structures generated by morphing between an unbound and bound receptor structure. This approach is able to achieve a considerable improvement of docking results for various ligand molecules, with only the necessity for one bound and unbound receptor structure and minimal computational effort for intermediate structure generation.

In addition to the test set of real HIV-1 Protease binders, a collection of molecules with no protease affinity was tested with both ReFlexIn variants (bound structures only and morphing) to investigate for the method’s capability to distinguish between binder and non-binder molecules. With flexible docking enabled, most of the true binder ligands yield better binding energies than the non-binders, however, this effect is slightly weaker for the morphing approach. The results indicate that the usage of our flexible receptor docking approach appears to maintain the ability to identify correct binding modes (for ligand placement and receptor structure) as well as the possibility to discriminate between binders and non-binders.

Additionally, one could also further explore the use of structure sources for the flexible receptor ensemble other than the ones presented in this thesis (ENM-derived deformations, several bound protein structures, a morphing approach, and the use of experimental NMR structures). Several other different sources for deformations are possible: for example the use of homology modelled proteins or snapshots that are extracted by MD or Replica Exchange MD simulation runs. In the latter case, putative important states or conformations of proteins could be sampled (given a sufficient runtime of the simulations) that cannot be created using more efficient methods like ENM or morphing between two structures. Even though the production of such snapshots means larger computational effort, they could be a promising input for various cases.
One limitation of the presented method is based on the scoring problem that many approaches have in common: due to the lack of an universal scoring function that allows scoring conformations with very good accuracy and speed at the same time, the docking on different protein-ligand systems using different docking software can give results of varying quality [231, 232].

Some of the results presented have shown that the scoring function as implemented in AutoDock also does not always work flawlessly. The binding energy that is taken into account for scoring ligand placements is in some cases not able to distinguish between docking results that have a good and a poor ligand RMSD. One example is the HIV-1 Protease ligand U02 in Figure 5.4 of chapter 5 where two large clusters of solutions are found that have very different ligand RMSD (approximately 1Å vs. 12Å) but yield a binding energy of nearly the same level.

Two pathways for future improvement are possible: one could add a re-scoring step after a complete docking run where each of the separate protein-ligand conformations are re-evaluated using a scoring function different from the AutoDock scoring function (for example the DSX protein-ligand scoring function [233]). However, this approach would only increase the scoring quality after a docking is already finished. The other option would be to replace AutoDock’s fit evaluation with the other scoring function. With this, the scoring of each ligand placement would be considered using another scoring function already within the runtime of the genetic algorithm for the decision about the fitness of a ligand placement and its subsequent acceptance or rejection.

When using AutoDock, one has to face another bottleneck, namely the fact that from all common docking programs, AutoDock is one of the slowest. In a study on testing six different docking programs on protein kinases, Tuccinardi et al. showed that AutoDock calculations can consume up to 10-fold the CPU-time compared with other major docking routines [234]). Nevertheless, AutoDock docking results yielded in the present work as well as the fact that it is freely available for academic use and modification substantiate its application.

During the course of this study, the source code for AutoDock Vina was made public [235]. This docking suite was created at the same institute as AutoDock (The Scripps Research Institute), yet it still has several differences compared to the original AutoDock, for example, a different scoring function and new optimization algorithms. It uses, however, the same structure formats as AutoDock4 and also employs pre-computation of interaction grids, hence, a transfer of the flexible receptor docking approach into AutoDock Vina might be a promising attempt for future studies.
Figure A.1: Calculated AutoDock scoring energy for 100 separate holo docking (re-docking of ligands into the bound receptor structure) results versus RMSD_{ligand}. Results are shown for the ligands staurosporine (A), H89 (B), and balanol (C), each with different numbers of mobile dihedral torsion angles.
### Table A.1: Cross docking RMSD results (percentage of docking results with an $\text{RMSD}_{\text{ligand}} < 2.0 \text{Å}$). Underlined RMSD values represent the holo docking cases where the ligands were redocked to their original bound structure of HIV1-Protease.

| receptor→ligand\| 1AJV | 1DMP | 1G2K | 1HVH | 1HWR | 2UPJ | 7UPJ | apo |
|----------------|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|-----|
| **ligand rigid** |
| NMB | 0.41 | 9.36 | 0.54 | 2.53 | 0.81 | 0.68 | 0.62 | 7.54 |
| | (100) | (0) | (100) | (0) | (100) | (100) | 100 | 0 |
| DMQ | 0.59 | 0.51 | 0.61 | 1.29 | 0.52 | 0.73 | 1.03 | 7.73 |
| | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (0) |
| NM1 | 0.34 | 10.56 | 0.47 | 0.89 | 0.78 | 0.88 | 0.57 | 1.27 |
| | (100) | (0) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (19) |
| Q82 | 1.76 | 5.24 | 1.78 | 5.49 | 5.65 | 5.28 | 5.32 | 5.40 |
| | (100) | (0) | (100) | (0) | (0) | (0) | (0) | (0) |
| 216 | 0.58 | 0.77 | 0.67 | 5.38 | 0.47 | 0.45 | 1.34 | 6.30 |
| | (100) | (100) | (100) | (0) | (0) | (0) | (0) | (0) |
| U02 | 11.77 | 1.27 | 11.94 | 11.71 | 0.78 | 1.04 | 0.60 | 9.82 |
| | (0) | (100) | (0) | (0) | (39) | (100) | (100) | (0) |
| INU | 1.20 | 9.83 | 2.00 | 2.50 | 1.00 | 0.59 | 0.79 | 9.06 |
| | (100) | (0) | (100) | (0) | (100) | (100) | (100) | (0) |

| receptor→ligand\| 1AJV | 1DMP | 1G2K | 1HVH | 1HWR | 2UPJ | 7UPJ | apo |
|----------------|-----|------|------|------|------|------|------|-----|
| **ligand flexible** |
| NMB | 0.40 | 1.32 | 0.50 | 1.06 | 0.84 | 0.80 | 0.78 | 0.62 | 2.09 |
| | (98) | (5) | (94) | (23) | (64) | (40) | (62) | (60) | (0) |
| DMQ | 0.65 | 0.39 | 0.62 | 0.93 | 0.49 | 0.70 | 0.60 | 1.34 | 6.14 |
| | (86) | (99) | (90) | (98) | (100) | (94) | (94) | (93) | (0) |
| NM1 | 0.36 | 1.34 | 0.39 | 1.26 | 1.02 | 0.88 | 0.66 | 6.45 |
| | (92) | (32) | (98) | (64) | (72) | (76) | (60) | (0) |
| Q82 | 1.84 | 1.33 | 1.84 | 0.80 | 1.18 | 1.98 | 1.99 | 5.42 |
| | (40) | (2) | (10) | (1) | (1) | (1) | (1) | (0) |
| 216 | 0.62 | 0.81 | 0.61 | 1.25 | 0.56 | 0.62 | 0.60 | 2.1 |
| | (92) | (100) | (93) | (25) | (100) | (71) | (87) | (0) |
| U02 | 1.04 | 1.27 | 1.44 | 1.19 | 0.81 | 0.99 | 0.73 | 5.57 |
| | (11) | (36) | (8) | (17) | (16) | (88) | (39) | (0) |
| INU | 0.94 | 1.67 | 1.59 | 2.15 | 4.56 | 0.70 | 0.72 | 6.02 |
| | (83) | (10) | (78) | (0) | (0) | (100) | (100) | (0) |
Table A.2: RMSD results (best RMSD in Å, bottom line in brackets: percentage of docking results with RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} < 2.0Å) for cross docking of foreign HIV1-Protease ligands. For flexible receptor docking, the best RMSD\textsubscript{Ligand} is followed by the best energy RMSD in brackets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligand</th>
<th>Flexible receptor docking</th>
<th>Apo docking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSD</td>
<td>best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMB</td>
<td>0.50(98)</td>
<td>0.54(0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMQ</td>
<td>0.76(100)</td>
<td>0.77(1.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>0.44(96)</td>
<td>0.54(0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q82</td>
<td>5.25(0)</td>
<td>5.26(5.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U02</td>
<td>1.05(99)</td>
<td>1.08(11.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INU</td>
<td>1.05(82)</td>
<td>9.90(0.76)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A.3:** Best RMSD in Å (i.e. the lowest yielded RMSD<sub>Ligand</sub> out of 100 separate docking runs) and the RMSD values of the docking solution with the lowest AutoDock binding energy for different ligand and receptor flexibilities. Values are for morphing apo→2UPJ, values in brackets are for morphs from apo to 7UPJ, 1HWR, and 1HVH, respectively.
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